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Black Caucus Moves To Pass Black Bills
Reviews
Black
Progress

PAST DUE NOTICE

Mrs. Maxine Trudo of 397 Lauderdale
has filed a Federal suit against M r s.
Ethyl Venson, Mr. Frank Scott and a 11
members of the Official Board of Cotten
Makers Jubilee (black version of t h e
Cotton Carnival). Also named in the suit
was Mayor Henry Loeb, Jerrold Moore,
Lewis Donelson Ill, Fred Davis, Wyerh
Chandler, Jerred Blanchard, Billy Hyman, Robert James, Gwen Awsumb, W.
T. McAdams, Edwin E. McBrayer, J. L.
Netters, J. 0. Patterson Jr.. Thomas
Todd Jr., Phillip Perel and Downing
Pryor.
The suit charged the above persons with conspiracy to deny the rights
of low income blacks as guaranteed hy
the Civil Rights Act of 1964 with regards
to public accommodations.
The suit further states that "setting
up a place where poor blacks can attend the Cotten Carnival at cheaper
rates, the above persons have, knowingly, conspired to use the Leath Sc hool
Playground, West of 440 Vance ave., to
set up separate and far from equal facilities to attract Door blacks of the
Vance Avenue ghetto area and thereby
keep them from going to the Cotten
Carnival Midway on Front st.
The suit states that Mrs. Ethyl Ve'nson and the Jubilee officials were seeking to perpetuate the segregated — version (Cotten Makers Jubilee) of the
while' Cotton Carnival and can prove
that she is supported by persons mentioneaLabove. They also charged that the

When Robert Church landed in
Memphis and found that, because of the
occupation by Union Troops-that he was
free, he didn't realize that he would become the first in a long list of Black
Entrepreneurs that have made Memphis
what it is today. Robert Church Sr., was
famous for saving the City of Memphis
following the Yellow Fever epidemic by
floating bonds to save a city that was in
serious financial trouble. Those Blacks
_who are in the field of Business in
Memphis may not have contributed as
much as Church to Memphis, but they
have contributed to the growth of the
City and much to place it on the threshold of becoming one of the most outstanding cities in the country.
One example of the Blackand White
community working together to create
economic avenues for Blacks is Metro
Shopping Plaza, located at Crump and
Wellington on 9 acres of land. It is a
shopping center with 18 separate businesses. Eleven of them are owned by
blacks; four are jointly owned by blacks
and whites; and three are owned by
whites; and three are owned by blacks
and operated by blacks.

Trudo Files
Federal Suit

MSU "No Athletic Racism"

By I. WATSON
Reps, Alvin King, Harold Ford and
I. H. Murphy, all from Memphis, along
with Reps. Harold Love and Charles
Pruitt, both of Nashville, and Rep. R6bert Booker of Knoxville said they
would not vote on any bill until their
bills get passed.
Harold Ford said ''that every time
our (Black) bill comes on the floor no
one (White) votes". He added that "We
are not going to pass any bill until ours
are passed" and "we feel that if they
don't join us this Friday, we are not going to vote. Everything that they BaY
or we going home with out voting."
The main bills that are not passed
are (1) Removing the Gross amount

Irons the vtility bills (2) Minimons wage
bill (3) Consumer protection bill. These
bills are main ones that are the concern
of the Black Representatives,
I. H. Murphy said "we are not getting the kind of support that. is needed
to pass the bills. We have some support
but not enough to pass our bills. The
problem is with the rank and file and
not the leadership."
It seems that the black legislators
have a very good reason for feeling that
black votes are often used to pass bills
which the Democrat majority wants
passed the favor is soon forgotten
by many of their party members when
something they are not interested in is
offered.

Reddick Transfered
To Vice Squad...?
The people of the Florida Street
area are having their share of problems
as tar as the police are concerned. In
once instance they are attempting to remove two policemen, officer Harris and
an Officer Wallace, who the residents of
the community say are too harsh in dealing with the people of the community.
To go on the corner and talk to
some of the owners of Businesses and
residents, it becomes clear that offi..er
Wallace and Officer Harris should be
removed from the Black Community.
Chief Lux who is molded himself in
the image and likeness of Commissioner
Hollowman, has done something far
worse than members of the Black
Community can stand.
He transfered Officer E. E. Reddick
from the Florida Street Service Center
and put him with the Vice Squad.
This could be viewed as a regular transfer, if one were not aware of the facts
involved in the case.
The residents who live near
the Florida Street Service Center feel
that officer Reddick is being moved because of a meeting held in the Service
Center last Thursday. The Citizen; of
the area were attempting to get Officer
Harris and Wallace removed from the
area as one citizen stated, "We held
the meeting, officer Reddick had nothing
to do with it."
Chief Lux stated, "It's just a general transfer."
The Police Service Center was on a
full fledge campaign this year with a
three phase program for self help to the

community of the Florida St. area. Officer ReddiA formerly of the Police
Service Center located at 1310 Florida
started a program for 13-18 year old
kids to get jobs on the week-end. The
program was started last year with
about 8 to 10 jobs coming in a 'day. The
youngsters are paid no less than a
$1.25 an hour some' are such good workers that they have received as high as
$2.00 an hour.
Officer Reddick said "there were 5
youths that received baseball scholarships to go to college but they needed
about $300.00 to matriculate. So these
kids had to wait through a semester before they could go to college". Officer
has a need for as many jobs as possible.
Such a transfer cannot be put down
lightly, when one of the most outstanding
officers in the Community Relations Service is transfered for no apparent reason, one begins to wonder.
Florida Police Service Center is considered to be one of the best in the country,
officer Reddick is one of the most
respected Black men and one of the most
respected Policemen in the Community,
there is nothing wrong with his record,
So why has Chief Lux seen fit to transfer him—one answer could be pure racism. Officers Harris and Wallace have
a reputation not only on Florida Street
but in the City as well. We ask that
they be removed from the Black Community and Officer Reddick be replaced.
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He said that the committee found no
evidence of maltreatment of players,
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the possibility that to those having different perspectives, some indication of
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the six recommendations were made.
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Memphis State University has completed its three month study of the athletic department. The study made by
the faculty athletic committee m a d e
some very interesting points. The most
significant being that I. The allegations
of racism in the department are without foundation. 2. The Athletic Committee made several recommendations to
Dr. Cecil C. Humphreys, president of
Memphis State University, "That t h e
athletic department implement six efforts aimed at giving more personal attention to athletes.

— 1. That the Athletic Department
consider ways to strengthen the staff
of the head trainer in carrying out t h e
many responsibilities related to t h e
treatment of injuries incurred in intercollegiate athletics.

Black Perspective

Murrell makes it
big in electronics

who heads The Memphis and Shelby
County Legal Aid Society and Johnny Johnson, Assistant Federal Attorney, Luther Hampton. a black artist
here in Memphis, will also appear
tin the show.

Mrs. Johnson
now in first

Slain...

AME, 50,400.
Mrs. Alice B. Martin, New Salem
Baptist, 40.165.
M r s. Beulah Johnson, Macedonia
Baptist, 50,910
Mrs. Jeannie S. Broadnax, Vane
First Baptist, Brownsville, Tenn. 36,710.
Mrs. Pearl Bouie, Pearly Gate's Baptist, 24,310.
Mrs. Grace Parker, Pentecostal Baptist, 22.765.
Mrs, Sadie Edwards, Mt. 01 i v e
CM'E, 11,355,
Mrs. Essie McClenton, Greater Middle Baptist 9.035.
Mrs. Naomi Coe, St. Paul Baptist,
8,195.
Mrs, Thelma Bailey, Sommerville
Baptist, 4,800.
Mrs. Mildred Loretta Smith, Galatian Baptist, 10,900.
Mrs. F. R. Lamarr, St. Andrew AME,
2,435,
Mrs. R. C. Strong, Greenwood AME,
Millington, Tenn., 255,
Mrs. Fannie Clark, Oak irove
150.
Mrs. Rosie Stewart, Progressive
Baptist, 140.
Mrs, Lola Shipp, Persons Ave. Baptist Church, 135.
Miss Louise Brown, Unity Baptist,
100.
Mrs. Jeannette Jaspar, Centenary
Methodist, 100.

es.s.-sessewooitia

Honor Club induction
is held at Caldwell

The big parade

John Conyers
wants to be
president
John Conyers, Jr. is one of the most colorful and,
according to the ladies, one of the most handsome
members of the Congressional Black Caucus. .1 u s t
turned forty, he is a well educated, articulate Detroit
lawyer who will tell you that his Congressional career
is a happy accident.
For some time now Conyers
has irritated some of his colleagues
on occasion by press statements.
Some wiseacres insist that he is too
quick on the publicity trigger. His
latest news flash which suggested
that he might be a candidate for
the presidency of the United Slates
has produced a mild shock.
The immediate reaction of most
members of what might be called
the black establishment was that
Conyers must be out of his cottonpicking mind.
It was amusing to see how quickly some black
brothers shot down his trial balloon. All of a sudden
they began to talk about the "realities" of the political
scene. Any notions about a black man sitting in
President Nixon's chair in their view are nonsensical
and, of course, irrelevant.
Conyers anticipated this reaction. He knew that
any serious talk about a black chief of state of the
world's most powerful republic would be labeled
quixotic if not insane. I suspect he enjoyed the opportunity of "blowing" a few American minds.
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If we could for a moment suspend our concern
for the political realities, and that should not be too
difficult for those of us who are forever talking about
revolution, the idea of a black president is worthy of
discussion.

will be received by the
mi
Housing Authority at the
,I.111, office at 52 Linden,
)t) A.M., Central Daylight Savings Time, Wednesday,
tune o, 1971, for the furnishing
of all labor, Material and equipment for twice weekly pick-up of
garbage and refuse from eleven
Memphis Housing Authority low.
renthousing developments for the
period beginning July 1,1971, and
extending for twelve months
through June 30, 1972.
is

Bid Security in the forms of a
Order. Certified or Cashier', Cheek, made payable to the
Memphis Ilousing Authorit), or a
satisiactory Bid Bond in the
amount not less than five per cent
of the bid, will be required:
and must accompany the bid.

(he successful bidder must
possess or obtain a City of Memphis Privilege LiCense prior to the
issuance of a notice to proceed.
This document is and shall be a
part of the contract.

MR. JAMES
CA TRON

manager of
has been
Western Auto at 1182 S.
Bellvue for two years. He
graduated from Rush College and did some graduate
work at the University
of Arkansas.
Mr. Catron resides at
921 E. Demster with his
wife and two sons.

Recipients of excellence,
awards were Sandra Martin,:
Angela Smith, Lisa Marshah, .1 e a ne'te Johnson.
Carl Glen. Dennis R o s s,
Rickey Elion, Alvin Booth„
Michael Tuggle, B. L. Spann,'
Bradley Nelson, Otis Anderson, Osten Lee Smith, Sandra Ross. Atitia Carter,:
Cheryl Phillips, Tracey ShotStephen ,.
well, Sylvester
James Brewer, Brenda
Smith, Katri na Young
Barbara Davis anti Hose
Roderick.
Advisors for the club are
Mrs. Ella B. Thompson and
Mrs. L. W. Stokes. On the
faculty committee are Mrs.
Z. M McDonald, Mrs. Sadie
C. Moore and Miss C. J.
'Nitrites.
Mrs. Janet L. Henson is
r o ti nselor and
guidance
Bennie M. Batts pricipal of
the school

MR. RUFUS
MYERS
owner of Rufus Myers Tire
Co. 1950 S. Lauderdale
invites you to come and
see him. It's for sure he
can make you a good fair
deal. Mr. Myers in addition
to having a large selection
of new and usedtires, does
repair work.

Moves

The Memphis Housing Authority reserves the right to reject any
or all bids or to waive any informalities in the bidding and to
award the contract to whomsoever it desires_

When we stop and seriously review the ability
and stewardship of the present occupant of the white
House. Mr. Nixon. the picture of a black man sitting
in the presidential chair may not seem out of focus.

fers, Barry Lew s Vanii.
Tahne Ware and Darrel
Warren.
Members are Evelyn Barton, Opal Carter, Deinetria
Franklin, Frederick Green,
Edgar Hawkins, Kirby Mc.
Coy, Delois Martin, ThadJacquelin"
Parker,
deus
Partee, Phyllis Porter, Gail
S h a w, Tracey Shotwell,
Cheryl Spencer, Rosalyn
Spencer, Joann Stark S.
Brenda Walton, Bill Win-

Detailed proposal forms and
specifications are available at the
Maintenance Office, 52 Linden,
Melllphis. Tennessee.

Attention is called to the fact
that not less than the minimum
salaries and wages as set forth in
the Specifications must be paid
by the Contractor. The bidders
must agree to abide by all Federal
Equal Employment Opportunity
Laws.

Although some of us may deny it. we black Americans have historically been haunted by a ghost that
is forever whispering in our ears that familiar refrain.
"white is right." The new generation of young blacks
is trying desperately new to lay this ghost to rest.
Conyers understands this.

To put it negatively, it is doubtful if the Senator
could make a bigger mess of our domestic and foreign
affairs than Mr. Nixon. Certainly he could not divide
the country any more completely than Mr. Nixon and
his top aide. Vice President Agnew. Again it is doubtful if he could find more administrative aides, including a cabinet, with a greater claim to mediocrity
than has the incumbent.

i ft;Al, N(yricE
lu BIDDERS

The successful bidder will be
required to furnish and pay for a
satisfactory performance and payment bond.

The second hurdle we must overcome before we
discuss the issue is our latent sense of our own inferiority. We have been so thoroughly brainwashed
by the Wasps and white supremacists that it is difficult to find a truly liberated black mind.

Even for those Americans who are wedded to the
Republican Party, we have a black Republican who
more than meets the criteria for the post of chief
executive, Senator Edward Brooke of Massachusetts.

the company's Memphis District. The presentation was made at lit dinner in Rivermoot Holiday Inn, Memphis. The check was
a part of si million deposited in minority
hanks across the country to provide fundin,4 for minority hu,inesses.

F. E. Tharpe Honor and
Award Day was observed
recently at Caldwell School,
290 Henry ave.
The purpose cf the program
was to induct new members
in the F. E. Tharpe Honor
Club and award all students
in the many organ:zations
on campus for their excellence.
Speaker for the occasion
was George D. Clark, director of Elementary Education.
Other participants were
Mrs. Avis Pentecost, instructional s u pervisor at
Caldwell; Denver Elementary School Choral Group. directed by Mrs. Helen S. Shelby; Marvin Harris, admistrative aide; and B.M.
Batts, Principal.
Miss F. E. Tharpe, a retired fourth grade teacher
at Caldwell and the namesake of the honor club was
present.
Inductees were Kim Adams
Janice Armstrong, Deborah
Cottrell,
Bedford, Wanda
Lanease
Dickens, Janice
'lawkins, Patricia Jackson,
Esther Jones, Yolanda Jones,
Lillian Lester. Cheryl Sanders, Brenda Smith, Willie
Wheeler, and Earl Wil:iams,
Probationary membe rs
a re
Donald Granderson,
Doris Kearney, Helen Montgomery, Laguna Railings,
Karen Reid, Armice Schaf..

If you're

serious about
saving,
you'll save
at
Leader Federal

No bid shall be withdrawn for
a period of thirty (30) days subsequent to the opening of bids
without the consent of the Mem
phis Housing Authority.

We now have a wider war, a greater recession,
more unemployment, more crime and more repression
than we did when Mr. Nixon look office. There has
been a general retreat on the civil rights front and
the alienation of American youth is at an all time
high.

Reviewing the present state of the nation, one can
understand how John Conyers. or any other able
American. can entertain ambitions for the presidency.
The fact that Conyers has dared talk about the
presidency should please rather than irk those Americans who are concerned about the future of our democracy. He is focusing black aspirations on the political
process. however remote his chances of victory may
seem today. He is far more "realistic" than those
blacks who want to destroy the system or carve out
another poor, black banana republic in the heart of
Dixie.
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LeMoyne.Owen college
was given a prominent
spot In the February
1971 issue of Nation's
business, an influential
magazine published in
Washington by the Chamber of Commerce cf the
United States.

who retired last fall as
chief executive of 1,0.
The magazine article
credited both President
Horton and Dr. Price
with. among the 12 "most
influential" men in
Memphis.

The magazine's special
section. on "booming"
Memphis, entitled WideAwake
Time
Down
South, featured a halfpage picture of Judge
Well Horton. the n e w
president of the collego,
walking across campus
with Dr. Hollis F. Price .

NEW MEMBERS INDUCTED — F.E. Tharpe Honor and
Award Day was held recently at the Caldwell Elementary
School and top students were inducted into the Frances
E. Tharpe Honor Club. Seated on hunt row, center, is Miss

Ilial pe, a I chi ,'it :north grade teacher, Ito whom
the club is babied. The speaker for the prograni was
George I). Clark, director of Eleinentary Education for

the Memphis Hoard of Education. Advisors for the club
Mrs. Ella B. Thompson, and Mrs. L. W. Stokes. (Withers Photo,

EARN SPARE TIME CASH
Soil Nationaiiy Advert,seci MorTIO
Product. Good Commission. For
lull details and free sales kit, send
lame and address to:
I

W.T. Taylor
1616 S. Parkway E
or call 275-0435

TO
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BLACK

PROGRESS
The U.S. Navy will finally
get a black admiral.
He is Samuel L. Gravely
Jr. 4g. presently the commander of the USS Joliette.
a Navy guided missile frigate which just returned to
Station off Viet Nam.
Gravely was one of 49
captains nomi nated for
promotion, to rear admiral
by the Navy from a list of
2,000. The nomination is
subject to Senate confirmation.
He will become the third
black on active duty to hold
star rank. Air Force Brig.
Gen. Daniel James and
Army Maj. Gent Frederick
E. Davidson are the.other
two.
The Navy traditionally has
been the most conservative
of the services on races.
Less than 1 per cent of its
officers are black, compared
to more than 3 per cent in
the other services. The Navy
has only two other black
captains — Paul Green. a
physician. and Thomas D.
Parham, a chaplain.

A veteran 01 three wars,
Gravely saw
service in
World War II aboard a submarine chaser and i n the
Korean War an the cruiser
Toledo. In 1962, he became
the first black to command
U.S. warship, the destroyer Falgout. which patroled
the Western Pacific.
He also commanded the
destroyer Taussig before assuming command .of the Jouette last May.
Gravely attended Virginia
Union university, a predominantly black school in his
native Richmond for three
years before joining the
Navy as an enlisted roan in
1942. lie was later graduated
with a bachelor's degree in
history.
Ile graduated from Columuniversity's
midsh obia
men school in December,
1944 — the first black to
graduate from
any U.S.
Navy midshipmen school.
administrative
jobs
After
at Navy training center.
Gravely served as executive
officer of a subchaser before

THE PENNYPINCHER'S GUIDE TO
THE U.S.VIRGIN ISLANDS
It MN II i
B. NM I)

WO
leaving,.the Navy in April.
tt;
Gravely then beL•anie a
railway ;nista' clerk in ti chmond. He was recalled to
actk+e dozy in I)49 f,:ir:bt in
the Korean War and has
service
remained in the
since then. In 1955, he
transferred from the reserves to the regular Na,
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COFFEE CUP
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SAUCER
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Stead & Butter
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49c.$7'pthurec%wacZ.
49c s;grecapri.
49c srpthurec:cahse
49c $7,T,Vs.
411
.
7%
th each
w'purchase
$3

The abova Items will only be sold at these special prices
in the weeks they are tea Urgd.

'CLASSIC"

STAINLESS
Save on matching Classic stainless completers, too. A new
grouping will be introduced each week at special prices!
bid
WEEK

4 TEASPOONS

;,..,10

WV&

4 SALAD FORKS ,R416

WItilK

4 SOUP SPOONS Al

&
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Sth
WICK
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4 ICE TEASPOONS :41
4 GRAPEFRUIT Ify
$316
SPOONS
3-pc. SERVING SET „..
rstra,11141;olionnie. $ad
aar

Reg•
2 Tablespoons.
Cold Meat Fork $5.00
GRAVY LADLE,
itela
$s.
Pastry Server

$1 29 iv,hurecncahse
$1:29 $7ipthurcicahse
$1.29 svp",;,:f,c.hs.
$1.29 $3 _
$1.29
$1.29
$1.49
$1.49 ,rptecia,c.h..
with each
$3 purchase

with each
$3 purchase

Thit above items will be on sale at these Spectit
prices from featured week to end of the program.
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SAVINGS
FOR YOU
ON
BEAUTIFUL
CHINA

•

frptuh r:Itcahse

E

- I:NCK GUARANTEE.
Cs no fun spending money
on a vacation only to have
it ruined by the weather. So
the U.S.Virgin Islands came
up with a money-back guarantee. If you're staying in
one of the participating
hotels or guest houses and
the day's mean temperature
is below 70 or above 88;"
you don't have to pay for
your room that day.

BARGAINS. BARGAINS. BARGAINS.
Prices are really low in the U.S. yirgin Islands.
And there's so much to choos from. China,
crystal, watches, perfumes and ther treasures
from all over the world are pil d high in
thick-walled shops that we e once
pirates' warehouses. And y
allowed to bring back $2
worth duty-free.

Start your set today and soon you'll have a
complete service! This schedule will run
3 times in the next *5 weeks.
WICKDINNER PLATE spi els

\!( )\I

11 4si\
s
ill

I

40% OFF.
Just about the biggest expense on any vacation
is your hotel. That's what's so great about sum\\ mer in the U.S. Virgin Islands. The hdtels slash
i
their regular rates by 40%. So you can spend
a week or two in the lap of luxury without
going bankrupt.
l'iil i\
A PENNY SAVED.
There's no more charming way
1
to save money than to stay in
a Virgin Island guest house.
And we have all kinds of guest
houses to choose from. So
you're sure to find one that's
just right for you. Naturally they all cost a
lot less than the
fz
big hotels. And
most of them
cut their
rates by
40%
frz:z.cluring the
summer, too.

STAINLESS
PLUS

NEED PROOF?
You can also bring five fifths(one gallon)
of liquor back from the U.S. Virgin Islands duty-free. At prices that are a fraction of what you'd pay in the States. Of
course, you can bring back more than a
gallon, pay duty on the extra, and still
end up saving a bundle.

The best things about the U.S. Virgin Islands are
absolutely free.
A big, golden sun that shines 360 days a years.
Unspoiled powdered sugar beaches with crystalclear waters in shocking hues of blue, green, and
turquoise. Countless tiny pink orchids running
rampant over the ruins of abandoned sugar mills.
And perhaps the nicest thing of all: the Virgin
Islanders themselves. You just can't find warmer,
friendlier people no matter where you go.
Come to the U.S. Virgin Islands this summer.
It's a beautiful way to pinch a few pennies.

U.S. Virgin Islands
Government Informat;on Center
16 West 49 St., New 'York, N.Y. 10020
I'm a pennypincher. Please send me more
information about the U.S. Virgin Islands

City/Stale/Zip
THE U.S.VIRGIN ISLANDS
5t.Croix, St.John, St.Thomas

Goodloe probes black capitalism at Harvard
Speaking to, members of
the Afro-American .Student
Union at Harvard university's School of Business Administration, J o s es W.
Goodloe, president of the
North Carolina Mutual Life
Insurance co. said, "The
term 'black capitalism' is
untortunate, inaccurate and
di-tit misnormer. What
the users of the lerin are
actually thinking "about is
Negro enterpreneurship and
black business."
"The term is unfortunate."

he continued, "because 41 Is
suggestive of false promises
in the midst of the rising
expectations inherent in the
black revolution...inaccurate
in its implications of success
through arbitrary segregation. However, the concept
behind the term is sound
useful but not at all new.
Seventy-four years ago.
two years before our company was organized. Booker
T. Washington in an address
urged that 'business and industry afforded an oppor-

iGettheBest
Used CarsFrom the
GetIVIoreDeeler!
0

1925 UNION
275..1148AVE.*islR
3250 SUMMER
324-4444

tunity' to build from within and a means of breaking
through the caste system.
Later, in 1903, one of our
company's founders. John
Merrick, anitcipated black
capitalism ideas with his
'double duty dollar" concept.
It was simple and very
pragmatic. A dollar spent
with a black-operated busiprvides
ness
not only
direct benefits far the service or product purchased
hot reactive benefits in
terms of employment and
investment opportunities a.
well."
"With today's emphasis
on social consciousness in
American Business,
the
study and understanding of
the significance of black
business has unusual implications for M. B. A's at the
Harvard Business School,"
Goodloe contended. "Thus,
this afterrron I would like
to share some thouehts
about the 'MEN, MARKETS
& MYTHS associated with a
Black-Operated Firm.—
'While' it is true that the
name of the game in the
market place is profit, it
also true that business today regards the realities:
••ocial and psychic as wall
as fiscal profit. Many, if not
of today's Investments

are scrutinized for ever increasing human 'alone with
monetary yields. These
brighter and more Meaningful convents are nositive byproducts of the black revolution whioh can be said to
not only liberate Negro business for survival but have
fortified all American Business for growth, prosperity
and progress in the finest
American tradition. And,
herein lies the challenge
and opportunity for men with
M. B. A. training at Harvard and othe'r seh el.''
suggested. -It
Goodloe
is neither unrealistic n o r
unreasonable to expect business to nurture social CCM-

siousness and work in larger
t e r rn S. After all, we in
America are living in a business culture. This is in
sharp contrast to the agrarian, military or clerical
culture; of other nations.
But, the remarkable thing
about black-operated business institutions that have
survived has been that they
have b e c ome successful
and self-sustaining enterprises in a marginal, cultural
setting that is set against
the very idea of success in
the traditional manner. Some
scholars have dei•cribed
black business as the 'third
dimension' of American business."
He then briefly reviewed
Theodore Cross's statement
in his book. "Black Capitalism" wherein he described
the "black life insurance
industry as the only signifiicant element of black capitalism in America today."
Goodloe suggested that the
"roots of the nation's black
life industry so bark naarlY
200 years to the Free African
Society. organized 'n Philadelphia in 1787 with it.: emphasis on social uplift and
self-help. And, even though.
as Dr. Dubois inentioned
in his book "Economic Cooperation." the "woods are
full of the graves of these
a
earlier compan
numWer have survived and
are making a contribution
M the seventies with a total
of nearly a half billion dollars in asaets.
-While it is true." Goodloe
emphasized, ''in today's
society. we still form the
black bottom on an almost
white economy, it is also
true that the meaningful efforts of both private industry
and government to nuAure
and develop black enterririe is most encouraging
for the present. And, it
augurs well for the future.
Black and white holders of
M. B. A degrees have a

variety of o pportunities
They are needed as manage.
ment trainees in blackoperated firms. But, even
more, the trained, dedicated
and imaginative M. B. A.
can bring a necessary sensitivity
to
white-operated
firms to see that the black.
operated companies get a
fairer share when the economic pie is cut. And, this is
why the future of American
business must be shaped by
men of goodwill who have
an active part on the policymaking levels. Black representation in the board rooms
and the executive suites is a
must."
Goodloe then pointed out
that all this did not require
new concepts as much as a
more definite methodology.
"For example." he said,
"the fair and equitable application cf the concept of
canitali,m would make my
point. Capitalism is an econcmic system in which ihe
means of production and distribetlon are not onto privately owned but are dependent upon free enterprise.
And, while it is true that
we need to see that blaaks
are more adequately represented on all levels of the
,ystem. we cannot even hy
implication think in terms
of economic self-sufficiency.
This is the one point on
which virtually all economists agree. Complete economic independence is impossible anywhere in the world
today. No nation, no state,
no city nor any community
can produce everything it
needs. For dynamic capitalism depends upon the
freedom
of the owners
to engage in mutually profitable activities. The key word
is freedom. Thus, capitalism in its pure sense, must
be multi-colored. It cannot
be black and it dare not be
white."
Finally, in addressing himself to a question mailed to

before the seminar by
one student regarding the
"future of Negro business,"
Goodloe said, "Negro business is Just another form of
American enterprise. Racial
identity of the management
Is the only difference. In
essence, Negro business is
first class, highly competitive in quality of product,
of management, level of service and in pricing. However,
there's
another 'freed
of business cat' in ,he ghettos. This is the 'Jim Crow'
operations. They may be
owned by blacks or whites,
These second class efforts
spawned in the twilight zone
of the black ghettos cannot
prosper in the bright light
of the competition in an
open city. Helpfully the black
consumer is forcing separation of the men from the
boys 'in the market place. fo
my mind there is a bright
future for Negro bu,iness
but Jim Crow operations
are doomed."

WILL FRANK BENTON, a
chemist at Memphis, has
made contributions to his
alma meter, Tennessee A&I
State university. He graduated in Iwo with a bachelor's degree in biochemistry. Wills plans to continue
contributing: he thinks pri•
vate support Is "very Important,"

HUNTSVILLE, Ala. — Nathaniel E. Griffin, left, president
of DP Associates, listens to an operating problem raised
by DPA vice president Russell G. Brown, The Huntsville
firm operates the Federal Data Processing Center under
the first contract awarded by the General Services Administration to a minority-owned data processing company.
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A WOMAN'S VOCATION,
AND LEAVE POLITICS TO
THE MEN.
I did not go hack then and
I will not go hack as long
,as there exists a need to
change the politics of this
country.
Women in this country
must become revolutionaries.
We must refuse to 'accept
the old — the traditional —
roles and stereotypes.
Because of the present
situation the tactics of rev
olution used by black women will be, as they must be,
slightly different than those
used by white women but
the long-range goals can be
the same.
The goal must be more
than equality of the sexes,
political freedom or deono-

mic freedom. It must be to.
tat freedom to build a society that is predicated an the
positive values of all human
life. It must be freedom
from the waste and ravages
of all natural resources including human resources.
Our task will not be 'easy
— it will be hard but it
must be done. Perhaps the
greatest power for social
change — for a successful
Social Revolution is in our
hands.
But it is not an unlimited
power nor is it an invinible
power. We must further understand that the exercise of
power will always cause a
reaction, therefore we must
use our power well and we
must use it wisely.
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Memphis Light Gas and Water
is tapping a new source ofenergy...
Black Power
Memphis Light, Gas & Water Division today recognize the intelligence, integrity,
. dedication, loyalty and ability of black
employees, particularly, our customer
service men, who incidentally are black.
This is real black power.
Building the groundwork for better living.
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Black Catholics are 4,• GUIDEPOST
unhappy with church
".teren.lereentltelti 1'

By CARLOTTA WATSON, counselor

Musing: Not all improeemente show in material gains, but
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The Catholic church, once
regarded as the Christian
eicalornination least likely to
undergo racial unrest, is in
trouble in black communities across the United States.
Several black religious and
lay leaders call their church
"a white racist institution"
that has failed to practice
the gospel of racial and social justice.
Black American Catholics
are leaving the church "in
droves," and the foot dragging by the hierarchy is failing to reverse the tren d,
dissident black church officials report.
In the past three year s,
black laymen, as well as
some of the nation's f e
black priests, brothers and
nuns, have organized "black
caucuses" to see racial reforms within the church,
Members of most of these
caucuses now have banded
together, forming nationallevel bodies, whose leaders
usually work in conjunction
with one another.
There even has been some
talk about the eventual establishment of a separate,
black-controlled Catholic denomination, resembling the
mass move to black Methodists to their own Wesleyan
churches in the early I800's.
A break with the parent
church to establish a new
body does not appear imminent at the present, ecnvever,
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The M
HOUSING
AUTHORITY will receive bids
foe the SITE PREPARATION
for the MEDICAL CENTER
AREA NO, 2 URBAN RENEWAL AREA,PROJECT NO.
TENN. R-68,PART "A", until
2:00 P.M. clock,Central Daylight Saving Time, on June 10,
1971, at 700 Adams Avenue,
Memphis, Tennessee, at which
time all bids will be publicly
opened and read aloud.
Bids are invited upon the
several items and approximate
over-all qmintities of work as
follows:
,I. Excavating - Grading - Filling - - - - 40,000 Cu. Yds,
2. Street paving and improvements, including curb, gutter and sidewalks
31,000 Sq. Yds.
3. Sanitary sewers, sizes 8
inch to 24 inch inclusive,
including manholes and appurtenance
61,800 Lin. Ft,
4. Story sewers, sizes 10
inch to 36 inch inclusive
and 19 inch x 30 inch elliptical pipe,including manholes, inlets and appurtenances - - - 4,450 Lin. Ft.
5. General improvements including sodding and seeding
14 Acres
Proposed forms of contract
documents,including plans and
specifications are on file at the
office of the Memphis Housing
Authority, 700 Adams Avenue, at the Pickering Engineering Associates, Inc., 31 20
Summer Avenue, and in the
Plans room of the Associated
General Contractors Office,
320 South Dudley.
Copies of the contract documents may be obtained from
the Memphis Housing Authority for the sum of Fifty Dollars (s50.00). Such purchase
price will not be refunded.
A certified check or bank
draft,. payable to the Memphis
Housing Authority, U.S. Government bonds, or a satisfactory bid bond executed by
the Bidder and acceptable
sureties in an amount equal to
five percent (5%) of the bid
shall be submitted with each
bid.
The successful bidder will be
required to furnish and pay
for a satisfactory performance
and payment bond, in a penal
sum of at least 100% of the
amount of the contract, as
awarded.
Attention is called to the fact
that not less than the minimum
salaries and wages as set forth
in the Contract Documents
must 1>e paid on this project,
and that the Contractor must
ensure that employees and applicants for employment are
not discriminated against because of their race, creed,
color or national origin.
The Memphis Housing Authority reserves the right to reject any or all bids or to ,
Waive any inlorn,...Lues in Ow
biddieg.
No bid shall be withdrawn
for • period of thirty (30)
days subsequent to the opening of bids without the conant of the Memphis Housing
Authority.
All bidders must be licensed
contractors as •equired by Section of 135 of the Public Acts
of 1945 and current amendments of the General Assembly of the State of Tennessee.
Bidder's name and Contractor's license number must be
placed on the face of the
envelope containing the Bid
Documents.
MEMPHIS
HOUSING AUTHORITY
Orelle Ledbetter
Secretary
700 Adams Avenue
Telephone 526-6841

largely because bla& church
reformers rtill hope that
the church will respond to
their pleas and demands.
But there is the widespread
belief that if the Catholic
church fails to respond adequatel y, the role of the
church in the black community will end, as the older
black Catholics die out and
the younger blacks' interest
continues to dwindte to
nothing.
Since there are no figures
to guage the exact extent of
black Catholic discontent,
no one can say for certain
how many are "represented" or "spoken for" by the
black clergy, sisterhood and
lay caucuses.
In recent years, there has
been a decided drop in attendance in Sunday and "Holydsy of Obligation" Masses
(when attendance is mandatory) and a decline in optional devotional services
and parish activities.
Obviously, the reasons (Sr
much of this are the same
in both black and non-black
parishes: simple lack of interest, or disagreement with
the church along non-racial
lines.
But an observation in ''The
Catholic Church and Black
Americans in 1970," a case
study sponsored by the U.S.
State Dept. and based primarily on interviews in
various parts of the country,
is significant.
"A black priest in an inner-city parish made a

Dr. Price named
prexy-emeritus
A new title has been bestowed upon Dr. Hollis F.
Price, recently retired president of LeMoyne Owen. He
is now president-emeritus of
the college.
He was voted this title by
trustees of the college at
their recent fall meeting.
Announcement of the action was made by Edwin
Dalstrom, chairman of the
board of trustees, at a reception given at the college
honoring Dr. and Mrs. Price.

there le distinct progress. It's like a high tide; these who
distinction, into three groups. sail ran take advantage of It, while those who stay ashore
First, the older black Catho- just see It come and gm.
lics are generally tradition- Dear Carlotta:
School is about to close. I will graduate. I have already
alists, disturbed over
changes in the church and been invited to spend the week end with my boy friends' parover black militancy, just as ents in the country. My parents object. Should I go without
Whites are. They refuse to their sanction.
label the church as racist
Worried.
Dear Worried:
because to do so would be
think
should
don't
you
go
I
without
your parent's consent.
an admission of failure on
their part for retaining But however you may try to help them see that it is being done
in
circles.
the
best
However,
the
visit
should
be carefully plantheir church membership.
The second group he identi- ned by BOTH families, and properly chaperoned. So unless
fied as the 30-50 age group. you can get this going I would not cancel the opportunity. but
This group by and large POSTPONE IT UNTIL YOU CAN GET BETTER COORDINAaccepts the thesis that the TION BETWEEN THE FAMILIES.
church is a racist institu- Dear Carlotta:
I am a widow with 6 children. I have tried to get some
tion, and have given up the
I
practice of their religion. kind of help, but I don't seem to see the right people. W
moved
here. What can I do?
They continue, however, to
Widow
have their children baptized,
Dear Widow:
enroll them in the parochial
Perhaps you have not been in town long enough to estabschools, and accept the fundamental tenets of Christiani- lish your eligibility for public help. I hope you did not come
ty. (One pastor was startled to town, just to get on an 'aid' program. Go to the welfare
to find that the President office, however, state your case, perhaps they will give you
(sic) of the parish Legion aid, even if it is in the form of a job.
of Mary is also an organizer Dear Carlotta:
I have been doing some baby sitting. I have a boy friend
for the Black Panthers).
who does not mind my being a little fat. However, he has
"The third group, those in asked me to go swimming, and I must refuse, because I feel
their twenties and belo w. I am too fat. What can I do.
are thoroughly convinced
B.B.
Dear B. B.
that the chttrch is racist.
Since the boy likes you don't let a little weight spoil all
They accept the view that
Christianity is incompatible your summer fun. But I suggest that you invest some of your
with being black. They have baby sitting money into a flattering bathing suit, as well as a
left the church completely: beach coat. Once in the bathing suit, you may decide to go on
but where .they find an in- a diet. By the end of summer, you could turn into quite a
dividual churchman or or- "dish" ... if you stay away from the- fattening dishes, that
ganization doing effective got you into trouble in the first place.
work in the inner-city, they
are willing to help."
William D. Broderick, author of the report. also notes
that the increased discontent
of black Catholics is least
evident in the South. Though
Broderick concedes that the
report is not a definitive
study, a number of both
black and white church officials accept it as at least
somewhat valid and accurate.
The racial situation i; but
another of the churc h's
many internal problems. A
body that for centuries enjoyed virtually unquestioned
obedience from its members
and controlled nations while
it became one of the world's
wealthiest institutions, the
Catholic church now i; being questioned and confronted on various issue s, by
members all over the world.
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Club '46 gives 25th
Anniversary Tea here

To offer
Keypunch
course

InuesAlbereembesuessarwiesIliemeeslimesAmi.oso

"DRIVERS LICENSE REVOKED"
Call Tony James tar Bond
If you lost your drivers license because you were in an
accident and didn't have Insurance, call Sentinel Bonding
Co. 527-2622 - 24hrs.

The Memphis city schools
will sponsor an intensive
course in Key-Punch this
summer at the Adult Education Center, East Branch,
4911 Sanderlin rd.

ACCIDENT BONDS(F.R.)

44 NO. Third - Memphis- Call Anytime
na
VII —16. W. I&
Aranseit

_

The course will be taught
two hours each day Monday
through Friday.

BAIL BONDS(SURETY)

Each day will be divided
into the following sections:
8:30-10:30. 1st class, 10:3012:30, 2nd class; and 1:003130, 3rd class.

A

Session I will begin June
7 and end July 9.
Session II begins July
12 and ends Aug. 13. Students may register for the
class any time they prefer,
however, each class will
consist of only 15 students. I
The Memphis Board of
Education is offering this
course because key-punch is
used in all Data Processing
installations and there is a
continuing demand for qualified key-punch operators.
The course will cost $22.
Interested students should
call the Adult Education
Center, East Branch. 6844846 before June 1, 1971.
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tHOGUE & KNOTT BREAD, BUNS, ROLLS,
are your very best buy in Memphis
Baked in M•tnohle by kletnohlons
rushed tusked dolly to your bly
Bogue '. Knott suptirrnorket tor
,oxinntin ircsliness.

A*
4-

40‘
616t*

Members of Club '46,
the mistress of ceremonies.
whose members include stuSoloists included
M r s.
dents who were graduated
Evelyn Iles, Mrs. Elizabeth
from Booker T. WashingMartin, Fred Pullins, Herton high school in 1946, preman Owens at the organ,
sented their 25th Anniversary
and Mrs. Minnle Folsom
Spring Tea and Fashion
gave a reading.
Show last Sunday afternoon
Models who showed off
in the auditorium of Atlanta
Life Insurance co. at 526
the latest in fashions were
Beale St.
Mrs. Margaret Toler, Miss
The guest speaker for the
Loniance Brown, Miss Janet
program was Elder MaiBrown, Miss Janet Patterson,
T. Hunt, retired principal of
Miss Joyce Finley, Miss
Booker T. Washington, and
Carol Aldridge, Miss Phylthe pastor of Mississippi
liss Tillman, Mrs. Patricia
Blvd. Christian church.
\ Glees e, Miss Constance
Dr. Juanita Williamson,
Jones, Miss Cora Jones,
a member of the LeMoyneMiss Rhonda Williams and
Owen college faculty, was
Miss Janelle Whitson.

Hogue & Knot6
Hamburger
or Hot Dog
Yk,,

BUNS
8 to pkg.

27c
BREAD
BROWN N SERVE
1923—UNIVERSAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY-1970 ROLLS '12gtuoeP&acZet 27t

89c

HAM SLICES
Center
Cut

SLICED BACON

490

MEATTIME OR
TASTY

LB

TRAY PACK

LB.

HOGUE & KNOTT PURE

1/4 PORK An
PORK --esn'es
LB la
SAUSAGE 3pl'<i3G 99e LOIN
KING COTTON

FRANKS

CHICKEN OF THE SEA
LIGHT MEAT CHUNK •

31460,:z 1.0o TUNA

6Y2 OZ. CAN

CLOROX BLEACH
1/2 GAL

"We the Officers, Administrative Staff, and District Managers of Universal Life insurance Company, meeting in our
Annual District Mariagera Institute at the Company's home office In Memphis, rededicate ourselves and the resources of
our company to the continuing economic progress of our Black Brothers and Sisters.
"There's a lot of emphasis placed today on the Black Man; his employment, his education, his economic security.
We here at Universal Life Insurance Company, look back with pride on the forty-seven years that we never forgot.
"Universal Life was organized with you in mind. Today, it spans this country from ocean to ocean, employing more
than 700 persons .. . hundreds here in the Memphis area. Our assets reached $36,000,000 in 1970. Our policy portfolio withstands the test of competition in ORDINARY, WEEKLY PREMIUM, HOSPITALIZATION AND GROUP.
"Service ... That's the name of the game with us. We like serving you. That's why we're one of the largest — though
not the oldest. And we're home-owned, home-operated. We can't pass the buck, which means better service."

UNIVERSAL
Life Insurance Co.
480 Linden Ave —Memphis. Tenn
inti(co

414 ir tit
;1111;;;;;;; 41

TOWELS
JUMBO ROLL

LOCAL BRANCH OFFICLS

MORTON

Offices, also in principal cities of Arkansas, California, Kansas, Louisiana, Mississippi,
Oklahoma, Tennessee, Texas, Virginia, and the District of Columbia.

(This offer good at
store No. ,' .31,1Y)

POT PIES
•

29

MOTHER'S BEST
I SELF
L RISING

Chicken, Beef 1
or Turkey

80Z. Ea.
DELTA

CANTALOUPES
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Misunderstood demonstrators
Criticism against the young people's demonstrations in the
nation's capital have been not only voluminous, but harsh and
bitter. The White House. Congress, the Department of Justice.
the Health, Education and Welfare Department and even the
metropolitan press added their voices to a loud, cacophonous

My view

chorus of disapproval.
They objected to the manner and style in which the youthful
peace activists sought to highlight their opposition to the continuation of the war in Vietnam.

Housing ruling deals

With soldiers,. marines. and National Guardsmen supporting
the Washington police, there was very little chance of tragic
confrontations. Though there were isolated incidents where the
police made unrestrained use of their clubs, on the whole the
demonstrators were contained

black poor a blow

The critics and spokesmen for the government, either by
design or intransigence, seemed to have missed the central
theme of the whole affair. They failed to see that the demonstrations were an expression of dissatisfaction of the young
people with the unwillingness of the government to disengage
itself from the conflict in East Asia.
In the process of frustrating the purposes and goals of the
demonstrators. NVashington authorities have trampled on their
right to assemble and register their grievances in rhetoric that
was conspicuously devoid of political content.
Peace. justice and jobs were the basic tenets that were
proclaimed and articulated by the young activists. While their
enthusiasm and tactics may have been irritating, their demands
tt ere legitimate and consistent with the idealism of the present
generation. They are censured today by those who disagree
with their motives and mode of expression. History may make
a different assessment of their efforts.

Study black IQ
The proposal by a committee of the National Academy of
Sciences that new studies of black intelligence be undertaken,
ts as flatly rejected by six Howard University scientists.
to represent the cream of the nation's scientists — includes only
The Howard group pointed out that the Academy — supposed
to represent the cream of the nation's scientists — includes only
one black among 866 members. The Academy, this week, will
hear a report by an eight-man committee headed by Dr. Kings-

ley Davis. a sociologist at the University of California at Berkeley. It says that government agencies and scientists ought to
devote more study to the relationships between "geneti9,factors
and human performance."

BA DR. BENJAMIN E. MAYS

HOUSING AND THE SUPREME
COURT

This decision of the Supreme Court
is an attack on the Negro's right to
A few days ago, the Supreme Couit choose where he will live. I am glad
handed down a most unfortunate deci- Thurgood Marshall and two other j u
tires voted against the decision of the
sion. It upheld a California law that the
petople in a community had the right to ,other justice's.
decide whether or not they would wrmit
Evidently the six Supreme Court
low-income housing units to be built in
justices who voted for the community to
their community. They can call Lr a
decide
whether or not they would have
referendum to decide the Question. I
law-income housing did not know or did
suppose the Court leaves it to the imthat their decision would c o
mediate community. Defining the com- not care
tribute to segregated schools and to
munity may prove to be a problem.
over-crowding in public schools. Mogi
public schools in Negro areas are alIt is a had decision. a most unfortunate one. It is class Icgi•lation and it ready over-crowded.
is designed to protect the rich and the
As low-income houses are built in an
middle class from having the poor in.
area where schools are already congestvade their community. To tell it lik it
of over-crowding is comI', it is legislation again4 black people. ed, the problem
p:.undeci. It leads to further overcrowdMore bla,.k people than white' live in
ing. Blacks moving in from the rural
low-income house,. Mere black people
will seek low-inthan white are on welfare and more areas to the big citie;
backs are unemployed than wh;te. This come housing.
recent deci-;ion perpetuates and extends
The real estate men will continue to
segregation.
build in black areas and build new units
already
Wealthy and middle class white adjacent to low-income units
have no money
communities and even middle class built. School boards will
people m y
black communities may vote against to build new schools, The
proposals to issue
:ow income housing for blacks. Some of and will vote down
bonds to build new schools and the propus have argued that low-;ncome housing
object to increasing
units should be built even in the suburbs erty owners will
the ad valorem tax.
of our cities.
Now the Supreme Court has affirmed what Georgia's Representative,
Fletcher Thompson wants — No low-income housing in the suburbs of our cities.
It is a tragedy that the Supreme Court
has done this to Negroes for we have
usually looked to the Supreme Court to
give black people relief from segregation and discrimination.

Point of View

The committee was named after allegations by Dr. William
Schockley. transistor inventor, that on the average, blacks lag
• behind whites in IQ, and the subject should be studied further
to guide educators.
"Our opposition is due to our concern," that minimum
standards will not be applied "to produce scientifically sound
data.•' said the Howard scientists. All of the black dissenters
are prominent in their fields.
The question the group said, "involves grave matters of
puiplie—pertiey with respect to potential differential treatment."
There is a serious fear, it was explained that five minimum
study crit ia would not be met:

By NAT D. WILLIAMS
RIGHT ON!
The 1971 Memphis Cotton Makers
Jubilee is now a thing cf the past.
Many interesting developments attended it.

"Spec fic identification" of the relative role of genetic factors (ver us environment) in determining "intelligence performanc II •

In the first place, the founder of the
Jubilee, Dr, R. Q. Venson. was absent.
He passed several months ago. It left
a vacuum in the Jubilee celebration.
His more than a quarter century old
dream lived on, however. His basic
motto was : All men are useful. but no
man is indispensable. One wondered
about that maxim during the 1971
Jubilee observance'. Doctor Venson was
missed greatly.

Rigi determination of environmental factors — social, economic, sychological. health and others. The question of how
to meas re intelligence would have to be met by a better
answer han "intelligence in what IQ tests measure," because
"there s considerable question" about what IQ tests do
measure.

But there was that -econd interesting development of the '71. Jubilee Mrs.
R. Q. 'Ethyl' Venson, the doctor's
widow, took over the show. She exibited
a courage, imagination, energy, and determination, that impressed the city and
established her a; one of the great
leaders of the community.

"There must be searching inquiry" into statistical planning
and analysis before any study.

Mrs. Vension not only carried on in the
tradition of her husband, but added
touches of her own which are notable ...
which promise the continuance of tie
Memphis Cotton Makers Jubilee as a
basic expresiion of black aspirations,
hope, mid faith in the prospect of full

"Objective and unequivocal" classification of individuals
,
- by race ( concept many geneticists today find unscientifically
vague).

• • The Howard group questioned the almost all-white academy's
basis for membership. The only black member they can find
is Dr. Davis Blackwell, University of CalifOrnia mathematician.

In this decision, the Supreme Court
has dealt the poor a serious blow, especially the black poor. The sad thing
about it all is that it takes so long to undo a wrong hung on the people by ths
Supreme Court. It took the Supreme
Court fifty-eight Years to knock out segregation which the Supreme Court of
1896 approved.

acceptance as first-class citizens of this
country.
Still another interesting development
of the 1971 Memphis Cotton-Makers
Jubilee was the reaction of local civic
officials, citizens, and the public in general to the effort of an insignificant
group of dissenters to disrupt the 1971
Jubilee.
The dissenter; had a Lt of tactics.
But they overlooked or forgot one thing,
namely, the! Cotton-Makers Jubilee ha;
weathered many storms of thoughtless
opposition . . , First opposition from
whites . . . opposition from blacks overzealous to integrate . . . third from internal dircontent and suspicion. B u t
those are natural developments in the
course of any meaningful human institumaybe those who sought to obstruct
the 19'71 Jubilee are dying to see their
names is print. Maybe they are willing to
paint the white house black in order to
be seen. Maybe they are starving for
recognition .. and will go to any
lengths to get into the spotlight. Otherwise, one can find little excuse for hating, and seeking to hurt a movement as
serviceable and as innocent as the 36
year o/d Memphis Cotton Makers Jubilee.

lions presented to President Nixon by
1 woke up last Monday with my
Caucus, particularly welfare
mind stayed on peace, Looking out the the Black
window of my kitchen which faces R. reform.
The Republicans made no commitStreet, I saw the evidence that there is
ments, but the meeting was described
no peace in our time and maybe for
as "useful." Next week, the Caucus will.
•everal generations to come. Could it
meet with the Democratic Leadership
have been Korea or Vietnam? There
in the House to solicit its support .
were all those armored vehicles and
the Car
soldiers in battle dress, moving into there is some grumbling inside
otheiposition around DU Pont Circle, the cus about the foot-dragging of
members who don't pull their fair share
gathering place of the NOW people and
front when the
the invading dissidents making up the of the load, but are up
member:
populaCon explosion this town is experi- cameras are turned on. Each
was asked to send letters throughout hlF
encing.
district, appealing for financial support.
Along Con titution Ave. there was a and attendance at the June 18 8100 a
you
everywhere
and
gas
tear
of
cloud
plate fund raising dinner to carry -Olg
went there were wall to wall cops. Mrs. the work of the Caucus.
Coretta King and Ralph Abernathy had
Some, including Chairman Charles
put in their appearances and Hosea WilC. Diggs, Parren Mitchell, Gus HawkOns,
liams and the mule train had done their
George Collins, Ralph Metcalfe and
thing. Jesse Jackson made an appearWilliam Clay, have tgotten thousands of
ance and Al Hubbard led an assault on
dollars in commitments and cash; gut
the Pentagon in the guise' of a captain.
there are still boxes of untouched letters
"Who would pay attention to a ser- neve'r picked up by some Caucus memgeant?" he explained, but titer than
bers . . . the Caucus has endorsed the
this, blacks stayed out of the demon- candidacy of Mayor Charles Evers of
food
strations. Pride In:. organized a
Fayette in his race for Governor
collection campaign to take to the white of Mississippi and it will soon begin
to
camps
inmates of the' "concentration
)
Publishing a news letter . . . look forshow their sympathy and approval of newsletter on minority affairs tc begip
what the drop-outs from middle-class
emanating from the Democratic NationAmerica were doing. As Mary Treadal Committee and a five-minute radio
well said, "We got enough of head bust• '.
script called "Black Voice." . . .
ing.''
Coming on board as a staff member
Last Wednesday the Black Caucus
at the Democratic National Committee
was late meeting with the black press
soon is Mrs. Azie Taylor Morton,
because some of its members, including
with several government
for
Shirley Chisholm, Charlie Rangel, Par•
agencies here before she married a felren Mitchell and Ron Dellums were out
low Texan and began a new career .as
on the a steps of the Captiol putting
mother. Her husthe cops an Army wife and
their presence on the line
band will be ending his service stint
would know they were there. At one
way for them to
the
shortly, clearing
point, Dellums and a cop tangled, with
move back to Washington.
the policeman snarling, "I don't give
NOTABLE TIMES
a damn who you are?" Law and order
Newsmen are chuckling over the
for who? Well, that was the Spring
way Jimmy Booker, the New York pubscene in the' Nation's Capital.
lic relations consultant, upstaged the
Black Caucus spokesman says no White House by announcing at that
executive director has yet been named. Black Caucus briefing that CBS reporter
John Dean who is working for Con- Stan Scott has been tapped to be an
gressman Diggs and Congressman Gus assistant press officer on Ron Ziegler's
Hawkins of California, is doing some staff. And former Amsterdam News
chores for the Caucus; but no selection
Editor Jimmy Hick; who lost his job On
on a director is to be made until after Governor Nelson RockeYeller's staff
the June fund raising affair. . speak- won't be joining the staff of Communiing of the Caucus, an unusual meeting cations Director Herb Klein; instead will
Look place recently between some of its sign on with a private corporation. .
member; and the GOP House LeaderDisturbing report is that the popuship.
lar Washington morning news and variThe latter group included Reps. ety show, "Harrambee" will fold for the
John Anderson. Ill.; Barber Conable, summer and maybe permanently. It is
N. Y.; Leslie Arends, Ill.; Bob Wilson the only regular all black show of its
and Al Smith. Cal.: John Rhodes, Ari- kind, but CBS has decreed that it Is
zona and Bob Stafford, Vermont. The expendable . . . the ruthless takeoydr at
discussion between the all-Democrat Essence Magazine is proof positive that
Black Caucus and the all-white Republi- white supremacy is insensitive to black
can leadership centered around possible
awareness when it comes to the probt
motive.
support for the legislative recommenda-
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Being Frank

Bankers, realtors keep
communities segregated
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By FRANK I.. STANLEY

Jame; Brown, Jr., writing on t he
subject "Black Youth and Big Business,"
in the current issue of "Electronic
Age," published by RCA Victor make;
some very interesting observations. On
the subject of "Discrimination in t h e
Business World," Mr. Brown said:
'In 1969. for example. major American corporation; contributed some $390
million to higher educ a lion. Of this
amount, a mere pittance was given to
predominantly Negro colleg e' s. The
United Negro College Fund, which seeks
to raise money for some 36 small, predominantly black colleges, was given
only $3.5 million — 91.10 of 1 per cent of
the funds corporations gave to higher education. Yet, the colleges that the UM?
represents educate approximately 12 per
cent of the blacks who attend college.
In addition to money, many corporations also give colleges expensive e d u-.
cational machinery, such as computer,
Students who learn how to operate these
for
candidates
prime
machine; become
emploome'nt upon their graduation.
This kind of 'Head Start' program
is 'invaluable to both the business a n d
academic communities. The tragic fact
is that many blacks are denied a chance
for equal competit'on for employment
simply because their schools are' o ye rlooked when enoipment is given even
though such gifts' are usually tax deductible. Thu,, the '-mine black with a
degrer from a hlalt college (and almo,t half of thn 434.000 black colleg'
students attend predom‘nantiv black
colleges) starts out the rare for employment severely handicapped."
Continuing further, Brown, who Is
NAACP Youth-Secretary said:
"A recent Bureau of Labor Statistics' report points out that during this,
past summer. 11.2 million youths (p e rsons 16-21 years old) were' employed,
down 219 000 from 1969 and the same as
in 1968. While unemployment among
white youth increased only 2.4 per cent
(from 11.2 per cent to 13.6 per cent), unemployment among black youth rose
from 24.6 per cent in 1969 to 30.2 per
cent in 1970. Unlike the increase in unemployment among white youth, which
almost exclusively affected young males.
the rise in black joblesiness affected
both men and women."
Then Brown adds that "some Co m-

panic; attempt to disguise their bas by
espousing a policy of hiring only c h i 1dren of their employees for summer or
parttime work. The fact is, of course,
that nearly all the regular employees of
these companies are white.
"Labor union; often use much tiff
same policy to reject black applicants
who apply for entry into their appreii:
ticeship programs. Only 4 per cent of
the apprentices in the union-regulated
programs are black. A recent Time
magazine study indicates the extent or
black exclusion from skilled and s e m iskiilled labor tulions: Two per cent of all
• black union members are plumbers, 6
per cent electrical workers, 1.6 per cent
'carpenters, 2.9 per cent stage and mo.
tion-picture ope'rators, 6.4 per cent retail clerks, 9.6 per cent teamsters. 12:9
per cent hotel and restaurant employee'.
and 30.5 per cent laborers."
In conclusion Brown insists that: "It
is imperative that the business community aid in the democratization of America. The American dream has too lo mg,
been a myth for young blacks. It must
now become a reality."
In another interesting article in thiv
same issue of Electronic Age, Robert S.
Powell, Jr. in discussing the subject of
"Alienation of Campus Youth." observes
that "a primary cause of segregation la,
racial discrimination on the part of corporate financial institutions. Batiks large,
ly determine where Negroes live, since
private credit is the lifeblood of t h r
homebuilding and real-estate industries!.
When banks and savings and loan me.
ciations practice racial 'discrimination, in'
placing mortgages, firm pa tterns
residential segregation grow eefi persist."
Powell documents his claim by quoting the president of Mortgage Bankers,
Association as bluntly stating that "
plieations from minority groups are net,
generally considered in areas that are
not recognized as being racially
mixed.'" Further he cites "a study by,
the Chicago Commission on Human Re,
lations which found that such a policy.is
pursued by almost all lending sources .in,
that city. Moreover, in Detroit, the U.R,.
Civil Rights Commission was told of the
'common policy of refusing to lend in
Negroes who are the first purchasers ..in
a white neighborhood.'"
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Soul sisters grace the Met
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DEFENDER

SM. CLAIRE C. WATKINS
WICHITA, Kansas —
Collins (Mrs. Martin) Harvey of .Jaekson, Miss. was
Ildected •• national president
ni, Church Women United,
at, is triennial Ecumenical
Assembly meeting at Cen-.
Amy II Convention Center
Wel Aprq 22 through 25.
Granddaughter of a slave.
the fourth general Mississippian is a leader in the field
of human rights and the
till317:11. Her husband, the
Peals of Student Affairs at
Southern University, Baton
'Rouge, . La., is an African
*cabalist • Episcopal Zion
niffilfter also act.ve in ecumenical affairs.
• In 1961 she founded Womshipovver Unlimited an interraoial human relations
group of Protestant, Jewish
and Catholic women who
provided h o using, prison
btinistries and aid to the
Emil Bights' advocates

Brotherhood
plans banquet
The District Assn. of the
Brotherhood Baptist Educetleat District Assn. will present its annual banquet at
the Zion Hill Baptist church
at 1468 Leland st. on Saturday, May 29.
The minister, the Rev. R.
W. Taylor, is
coordinator
son will be the guest sneaked the banquet.
'The theme for the dinner
be "Working For
Chtlat."
— Mrs. Mary Branch is prest'42nt of the association. The
Rev. E. L. Slay is moderat..
::The Rev. W. R. JimmerKiBiyiill be the guestspeaker.

Gravely
proud
• Statement of Cap tain
Sainnel L. Gravely, Jr.,
USN on his promotion to
rear admiral.
-"On the occasion of the
announcement of my selection to flag rank and spedfleetly as the first black officer to be so selected, I am;
truly,elated. I am tremendously proud that my seniors felt that my performar_ec warranted such an
kiWier. I shall earnestly try
to justify their faith in me
"The Navy is truly a profession, as a Naval officer.
black or white, on strives
to achieve certain pinnacles!
in this profession. As a junior officers you impatiently
strive for a department
head. billet; then an executive officer billet. Next you
strive for command; and.
you're always striving for
promotion, until finally
yOu are a captain. But, you
don't stop there. The pinug,cle of success is only.
reached when you are at the
top..So, you're striving now
for, the stars and the resort°.
aibiRty that goes with it.
"Needless to say I owe
my selection not only to a
selection board but to many
of the officers I've worked
for, the hundreds of officers and men who have
truly worked for me, and,
the hundreds of Naval officers with whom I have
worked—who c h ided me
when I was wrong and
praised me when I was
right. These officers showed me the respect I required
and trusted me as an indiIltdUal. Their sole purpose
was to get the job done, as
professionals'. That has been
my sole purpose also. Black
and white just doesn't seem
to.. enter the picture. However, I realize that there
base been many instant.'s In
which a r tificial barriers
have at tin_zs hampered Individuals because of race,
creed and/or color. This is
not Navy policy and these
barriers are falling. I believe that any young man
who joins the Navy today
equal opportunity to
he
reach the top.
'''"To be the first black ofliter seleeted for flag rank
is • Indeed an honor. I feel
truly fortunate to be the one
Who was in the right place
at 11* right time with the
right background and train
tag. I also feel that there are
many talented, capable and
ambitious black officers in
the Navy today.

By SAM LACY
The black women who
have graced the stage at the
Metropolitan Opera, were
not all singers.
Since 1960, the -e have been
nearly a score of women
dancers cast in varying degrees of prominence.
Janet Collins is credited
with being the pioneer. Perhaps her most widel y-acclaimed effort was as the
prima ballerina in the Met
production of "La Giocon

our generation and the one
juet before!
Actresses — Hattie McDaniel, Louise Beavers, Lillian Randolph, Rose McLendon, Claudia McNeil, Ruby
Dee, Diana Sands, Gloria
Foster, Marpessa D a w n,
Abbie Mitchell and Juanita
Hall;
Blues Singers— Dinah
Washington, Bessie Smit
Maxine Sullivan, Ma Rainey,
Ruth Brown; Dakota Staten],
Cora Green and Bricktop
Wright;
Among others with holdConcert Singers — Maria
ing assignments are Carmen
Selika, Elizabeth Greenfield.
de Lavallade, who also
Sisaieretta (Black Pattie)
stars with the Ballet TheaJones, Dorothy Mayne r,
tre in New York; Mary
Muriel Rahn, Camilla WilHinkson, Matt Turney, Loliams, Odetta. Nina Simone;
retta Abbott, Georgia Collins,
Popular Singers — Ella
Pearl Primus, Ruth Beck.
Fitzgerald, Billie Holiday,
ford and Katherine Dunham.
Mable Mercer, Valaida
The latter two also own
Snow, Nancy Wilson, Aretha
the distinction of having
Franklin, Dionne Warwick,
choreographed for several
Diana BOSS, the Supremes,
Met productions.
and Ethel Ennis;
It is admitted that an efGosepl Singers — Mahalia
fort of this kind cannot posJackson, Marion Williams,
sibly cover the vast array
Sister Rosetta Marne, Edna
of black women artists who
Galmon Cooke, Clara Ward
have graced the American
and the Ward Singers;
scene, and do an adequate
Musicians — Pianists liajob.
.zel Scott, Dorothy Donegan,
It also is to be borne in
Mary Lou Williams, Philipmind that the absence of
pa Schuyler. and folk artist
any name f r o in these
Bertha (Chippie) Hill and
columns, is not to suggest
Memphis Minnie:
that the artist is considered
TV Personalities — Chelbelow the mean. This porsea Brown, Ena Hartman,
tion of the publication mereLola Falana, Abbey Lincoln
ly tries to recognize is
and Barbara McNair. •
many entertainers as possiWhile there is a lingering
ble, those who are best retendency ik) think of t he
membered for thrilling audiblack entertainer in a bottle
ences from blues halls to
chili. soft-shoeing on a theagrand opera, from vaudetre stage, or moaning the
ville to serious drama.
blues from a jukebox, it
Following are the names
must never be forgotten that
Which are best known to
noteworthy
contributions

Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Wu
and Accessories

have also been made to the
operatic world.
On Jan. 7, 1955, Marian
Anderson introduced Metropolitan Opera House audiences in New York to the
black voice, when she sang
the role of Ulrica in Verdi's
"Masked Ball."
It had been a long, uphill
battle to desegregate the
nation's most famous house.
and it was fitting that one
of the world's greatest
voices
accomplished
the
feat
The struggle and its climax wes described in the

review of the work by Variety Magazine: "Milli Anderson," it said, "like Joshua — but more quietly —
had fought the battle
Jericho and at last the walls
had come tumbling down."
Not only after the wa
had been paved by the famed
contralto,
Mattiwilda
Dobbs, a sopraro from Atlanta. Ga., appeared as
Olympia in "Tales of Hoffman."
Although preceded at the
Met by Miss Anderson, Mattiwilda had made her major
operatic debut a year earli-

Bill of Rights:

er. She had sung in the
spring of 1951. at La Ssal3
which ;is the most influential
opera hall .on the European
continent.
Leontyne Price is another
who has become popular
with patrons of the opera
all over the world.
A native of Laurel, Miss.,
Leontyne was trained at
Juilliard on a scholarship ;
provided in the main by
Paul Robeson.
She first won national acclaim as Bess in "Po r 1\-;
and Bess." In 1955, the so
year Miss Anderson open:
the doors of the Met, 11. Price sang "Tosca" on N11(.'
TV's Television Opera Theatre'.
Her initial triumph on
stage came in 1960 at the
San Francisco Opera Company's "Dialogues of the
Carmelites," which she followed with "Aida" at t h e
Vienna State Opera, and
later at La Scala. Her 57 debut a year later teas
Leonora in "II Tr c:,:
Other singing role,
Met have gone to Miss l'r
in "Forza del Destine.Gloria Davy as Nedda
"Pagliacci," to Grace Bto:
bry as Eboli in "Don Carl
to Felicia Weathers as I.
in "Queen of Spades." and
to Reri Griit as Basins
"Barber of Seville."

President Odell Horton is
the recipient of the Bill of
Rights Award, presented at
the annual Bill of Rights
Day dinner sponsored by the
West Tennessee chapter of
the American Civil Liberties
Union.
He was singled out for
several honors:
*Named to the Board of
Directors of the Memphis
Area Chamber of Commerce.

'Appointed a member
Of a 'five-man team to observe and study an experiment now underway , in
Hartford, Conn. liartfool is
attempting to transform. an
American city "from whilt it
is to what its people want it
to be
'Chosen as one of: 19
Memphis leaders 'most:i nfluential' in local decision.
making.

PHARMACEUTICAL MARKETING
REPRESENTIVE
McNeil Laboratories a National Leadec in Pharmaceutical Slarketing Sales is looking for an individual to call on
Physicians and Hospitals.
College Degree Preferred
Salary, Bonus, Incentive, Hospitalization, Retirement
among many extra benefits.

'

BUSY Al %Ninth ARE Mr. and Mrs. J. P. Murrell owners
of Speedy's Amusement Co., Speedy's Radio & TV Repair
Service, Speedy's Drive In Liquor Store. The Murrell's
have one of the largest distributorship of vending machines La the Mid South.

Save50e
try the meal with the English accent!

Place Year Order Now

(AND MALT VINEGAR')

An Equal Opportunity Employer

SHOP THEfABULOUS.
<vir-

On two H.Salt
Fish and Chips Dinners
with this coupon

RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE

Please send resume to:
Box 1 059
Covington, La, 70433

METRO SHOPPING PLAZA 424 CRUMP BLVD.
OPEN 24 HOURS —7 DAYS A WEEK ...
We Roserve Right To I_Inalt Quantities

For Individuals And Groups
CALL, WRITE or WIRE
TAILORS
CUSTOM

We R•d•em

fed. food Stamps

Prices Good thru May 25th.

DRINKS

g H

Cola 6:z.65
Old Taylor. Shortening N&N365'
It's worth
saving up for. ChitterlingNopAito 2.09
Clorox
33
Sausage LB 59'
394:P
Franks
1 Milk
39(p
Picnic
INC.

243 Vane* Ave.

SA 74320

Memphis. Tromso*
YOU/ Company Makes Whet Vas Ask lee And
Creates Whet You Thine or

COCa

Offer good through June 2

a.

RICHTEX

WILSON FRESH PORK

Old Taylor costs more. For some very good reasons.
To begin with, Old Taylor was created by
Col. Edmund H.Taylor, Jr., foremost
Bourbon distiller of the late 1800's.
Old Taylor is made in a castle near the
delicious limestone spring the Colonel
discovered in 1887. We still
use the same costly grains, tend our mash
as lovingly —still do everything exactly
as the Colonel did. That's why Old Taylor
is the best-selling, premium-prised Bourbon
in America. Why it's worth
saving up for.

BLEACH

1 2 GAL.

OLD HAM PURE PORK

CORN KING

12 OZ.
PKG. EA.

C.B.

SOUTHERN BELLE SMOKED

KENTUCKY STRAIGHT GOURSON WHISKEY.
GI PROOF THE OLO TAYLOR DISTILLERY CO..
'FRANKFORT & LOUISVILLE, KY.

Old Taylor What the label can't tell you,the flavor can.

LB
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Legal Notebook

Marie Baker
Club is feted

Housing frauds a
problem for citizen
Be careful when having
your home fixed up or re7red
Re .‘areful when
buying a house ,%at has just
been fixed up or Modernized.
Prices are high
these
days. It costs a lot of money
to have construction work
done on your house. It costs
a lot of money flu. a builder
to fix up a hduse for resale.
Before you sign papers or
agree to have the work done,
you should kn. w exactly
what you are getting in for.
For instance. you .;nould
know at leakt the following:
1. The sale prce or
what the job is goin
cost.

2. Are you signing a
mortgage on your home?
(In which case you may
lose
your
home
even
though no work is done.)
3. The amount financed
as opposed to what you
would pay if you paid cash
on the harrelhead.
4. How much are t h c
m nth)), paymenti?
5. How Many months or
years must you pay these
monthly payments?
6. What are the things
about the house or the
work to be done that You
do not like? If the seller or
builder agrees to fix these
items up. is it in writing
01 in your :ale: con -

A

To

BLACK
PRONES5
internatjal Productions
Presents

Smokey Robinson
& The
the David Ruffin Show
Mr. Temptation)
PMiracles

The Menlo Baker Servi
Club held its re en) meeting
at the home of Mrs. .Antra
Sonia, and presiding at' t'
meeting Was the pre:drift.
Mrs. Nell ()shone.

tract?
Memphis is full of builders, contractors and repair
salesmen who will give you
good value for your money.
Unfortunately, Memphis has
builders, contractors and repair salesmen who will give
you an awful deal, Before
going into one of these
deals you should contact
someone who can advise you
of what you are getting into. Resist all high-pressure
hurry-up-salesmen. If he is
honest and really wants your
business, he will wait a few
days or weeks while y o u
check the deal out.,
You should - be especially
careful of Mote reuair satesmen who come to your house
shortly after the city orders
you to make repairs. T h e
City will give you time to
find your own contractor,
and you should do so.
Before going in to any
agreement, get copies of all
the papers which they will
ask y o u to sign and then
consult a lawyer. For a reasonable fee, he will look your
deal over and tell you exactly what you can expe,d to
get into and what you can
rely upon the courts to enforce for you. If you think
that you can not afford a
lawyer. contact Legal Stirv-.
ices Association.
One good rule of thumb is
to be very cautious in dealing Wth salesmen who approach vim at your h o m C.
Some of the men who call at
your door with deals on your
home might get you into
something you did not intend
to get into. If you have work
that needs to be done, t h e
hest procedure is to ask for
free written estimate's
a job description from
three 131 or four (4) well
known reputable builders,
contractors or dealers. Even
under this procedure, it is
advisable to consult an attorney. Above all, remember
that once the contract is
signed. it is extremely diffi.
cult to undo what has been

done.
Protect yourself from t h e
beginning by taking the time
and trouble to check the deal
out thoroughly before hand.

The members are 'SIPfling 'to work with the .Citv
Federation prij t,A, the ris
n g Tea, and the St sire
Federation Convention. Other lige Ill her; praell
9,
were Mrs. Elizabeth H
Mrs. Ethel Wynn, Miss Magie Newsom, Mrs. Erriestiv.
Ma r ti n. M's. Gertrutie.
Cathey, Mrs. Keola
Mrs. Linnie Johnson, 'V
Miss B. C. Lenoir, who
the reporter.

'Bowman
moves up

NEW ORL
of Memphis
which took
group saw
the S. S. P

CHICAGO — Frederick E.

najged

Bowman has been

•HRUMBA' — "Come Together" was the theme used for
the annual Queen and Fashion Tea sponsored recently hs
the Shelby County Democratic Club. Seated on front row
are Mrs. Ada Johnson, program chairman, and Mrs. Rebecca Keys, who was cronned queen. Standing are Melvin Robinson. president of the club: Mrs. Jennie Batts.
Mrs. Icila Jones, Mrs. Lennie Garrett, vice president and

program director; Mrs. Holman, Mrs. Dern Mostly, Mrs.
Lucille Gilliman and Mrs. Marble Purnell. The new queen
is a member of St. Jude Baptist Church, pa-ioren hs he
Rev. J.S. White, and a member of the 14-2 Ward and Pre.
cinct Club, Mrs. Keys is a representative of the nth Dis•
trict. t Withers Photo/

director c,! .industrial relations ler ,Greyhound L nes:—
East.

M 1

Bowman, 36, will assist m
developing and directing the
relacompany's employe
tions program. Ile also will
assist
n directing Greyhound's minority hiring and
training efforts.
Bowman had been director
of tours s:nce 1969, for the

Atlantic
will depos
minority-o
commerci.
in cities if
to help p
minority
areas, It

Mary Fields came under
Ursuline Convent Mother
Tag Mary Tri State
Only a few black settlers
ventured as tar north as
Montana. Ge: those who did
the majority were Buffalo
Soldiers assigned to lonely
outposts. One black settler
w as a civilian, indeed more
than that, a woman.
Mary Fields was born in
Tennessee in 183g. She lived
in ,Mississippi for a time,
hut later moved north to
Ohio, settling in Toledo,
where she worked at t he
Ursuline Convent and came
under the influence of Mother Amadeus.
,In 1884 a Catholic school
for Indian girls was opened

Customers are buying and
Saving more at . . .

ECONOMY BEAUTY SUPPLY
2319 Lamar Ave.
Ph, 323.4577
• Ultra Sheen-Hair Strate
• Everything in beauty supplia:
• Name brand merchandise
Open all day Scourday

and
Smokey Robinson

in Montana. Mother Amadeus was transferred there to
teach among the Blackfeet,
hut the intense weather of
this area soon weakened the
nun. She became critically
ill with pneumonia. When
the word reached the home
convent, Mary traveled to
Montana to be with this
woman who meant so mu4
In her. After nursing hemback to health. Mary remained in Montana to help
the missionaries with their
work.
By 1832 Mary was in
charge of ifreighting and
spent much of her time on
the prairies to and from the
mission. Several times she
was lost for a number of
days in blizzards. One tale
she told was of being surrounded by wolves and having to stand guard all night
in sub-freezing temperatures
after her wagon had overturned.
Mary's temperament caused her to run into frequent
trouble: It was said that
she could whip any two men
in the territory, and her
physical appearance gave
credence to this claim. She
was above average height
for a woman and weighed

Wigsby Mon-Claire
Open Monday Thru Saturday 9:30 a.m. 5:30 p.m.(Except Holidays)

COME
SEE!
HOTTESTnew wi for"HOTIPANTS,"

over 200 pounds. Strapped

ten years for little or no
pay. When Mary learned of
the order, she set out for
Helena to confront the bishop, he: gave this idea up and
instead moved to nearby
Cascade.
Next Mary applied and
was given the mail route
between Cascade and the
in.s,ion. Her freighting experience • was paying off.
Everyday st-.e could he seen
sitting on top of the coach
smoking a cigar. She met
every train and lugged the
mail on i'sot herself when
weather stopped her coach
frotn getting through.

under her apron was a .38
and while on the job she
carried a shotgun. She smoked cigars and with a bottle
could outdo many a man.
Mary was co nstantly
fighting with the hired men.
Reports of the goings-on finally reached the bishop.
who ordered the nuns to
send her away. Perhaps the
final straw was her participation in a gun duel. How it
turned out, no one knows.
but the fact that Mary was
still around could be a clue.
Mary was asked to leave the
mission she had worked for

CI
645

PRFS
FREOER1CK BOWMAN
Cleveland-based bus-operating divisibn o'S Chicago-headquartered Greyhound Lines.
He began with Greyhound
as a baggage and express
agent in 1962. was promoted to a supervisory post and
in 1964 became Detroit's city
marketing manager.
In- 1968 Bowman was named a ssistant to Joe Black,
vice president for special
markets of diversified Cl'ilcago-headquartered G r
hound corp.
He took pre-law studieS
at the .:rniversity of Detroit
before joining the U. S.
Army, where he advanced
front a private to, fitP

BLACK
STRI111111
GREYHOUND'S GRADY BROWN has been premotezi .0
Washington District Sales Supervisor. Brown, 29. had been
assistant terminal manager at Greyhound's Atlanta terminal. He will direct Greyhound's sales efforts in the Washington, D.C. area.

downtown • unlorfavenue• whitehaven

atJttA

Hair Coloring promises you
younger looking hair ...
or your money back!
See your hair become dark and Inctrout:. radiant with
highlights, at rust
17 minutes at home.
Natural ;poking hair
color won't rub off or
wash out. Long lasting.
Safe with permanents.
Get• package today.

•

ONLY $1.19 COMPLETE
natural shades: Jet Black
BLACK 5 —Black—Dart
Brown—
STRAND Medium Brown—L.shc

fashion specialists
in sizes 18 to 60
and 161
/
2 to 32/
1
2

At your druggist, er send $1.50 ter
Strand Products Co., Dept. N,
79 W. Monroe Street, Chicago, Ill.
60603. Specify shade wonted.

100% Human Hair 100%Human Hair 100% Human Hair

Tapered Wig Long Fall
k
David Ruffin

The Sweet Souls & Mary Love
Sun. May 30, 1971
8:30 P.M.
Mid-South Coliseum
Ticket On Sale
Goldsmith's Central Box
Mid-South Coliseum
Tickets: $4.00-$5.00-$6.00

BEWRDA

.795

14

For Children

Wash & Wear

Afro Wig

Tapered
Wig

95

595

Iiimemm•"•11
FOR SALE BY
U. S. GOVERNMENT
/
VETERANS
ADMINISTRATION

Long Wig

1995
Afro Bush Wig

16'5
4frO Curly

1995

690 North 6th Street $2.500
11 rooms, 4 baths, FR ALL CA 5/)
V.A To Make No Repairs or Utility
Cheek
524 Cambridge Ave.
$ 9,950
No Down,
5 rooms, 1 bath, FR
Payment
2686 Donna
$10,950.4 rooms, I bath, Asb. No D011,1
Payment
632 Keel Avenue
$9,950
8 rooms. 2 baths, FR IWIS
No Down Payment

seersucker stripes
a fit of flattery

easy-wear
step-in

1798 Kendale
$14,250
.11 rooms 315 bath; Stucco/RV
$250 Down
3339 Parket Avenue $14500
.5 rooms, 14 baths, FR $100
Down
$10,250
3384 Rochester
4 rooms, I bath, Asb. No Down
Payment
$14,750
.1.110 Snowden
7rooms. 14 baths, Asb $100 ;
Down
4286 Tone WWI da
$19 W.—,
6 rooms 14 baths,
$250
RVIRR Down :

$16
specially sized
16/
1
2 to 241/2
•washable, easy care
•Arnel triacetate and nylon
•cool, double breasted casual
•wear or not rope belt
•navy/white or gold/wnite

0,...,
0 Man orders please add 758 postage

and said; lax appropnele in your area.

BANK ANIERICARD

LAY- A- WAY

MASTER CHARGE

Expert Styling 350
14 North Main_(DowNsiAiR,) 527-3619

s enc

NO DISCRIMINATION
ANYONE CAN BUY

•

Long term, 74% 1,0artS Available
See Any Broker

J STOUT SHOPPE ®
downtown • 64 so. main • • 527-6436
union ave, • 1992 union • 274-2065
whitehaven •4279 hwy.51 so.•098-0064

Ans..

•

01,1+

seememesomeseeemi
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'711sim Black woman gets
MIN Greyhound post
between black common'ty
organizations and leaders m
the black community, being
alert to changes and conditions that ran influence the
sale of products.
Armour.
Before
j':intg
Dial. Mrs. McDonald was a
member of the neurological
department o f C hicago's

r
NEW ORLEANS EXCURSION — Members of the
Registered Nurses Club
of Memphis and their guests are seen here just before they
boarded a bus
which took them to New Orleans for a recent weekend. While there, the
group saw the sights and took a cruise down the Mississippi river aboard
the S. S. President. The club is a nonprofit organization, which has made
k E.
alikd
Vtie
K's
1st in
g ,the
rela• will
G ray1 and
rector
or the

••••1•0.

AlNAN

A114.

son, chairman, announced
in New York.
Approximately S 6 0 0 , 000
of the total already has been.
committed in certificates of
deposit or time deposits in
19 institutions in 12 areas
where the company has

operato-headLines.
hound
.xpress
,rornotist and
t's city

contributions to the Goodwill Homes for Children, the Beale Street Day Care
Center. They have also awarded scholarships to nursing students. Miss
Selena Watson is president of the club, Mrs. Cornelia Tillman is chairman
of the Ways and Means Ctmonittee, and Mrs. Mary Robinson is the reporter.

operations or interests, and
the remainder will be deposited in the near future,
according to Anderson.
A deposit of $25,000 was
made in Tri-State Bank of
Memphis.
Anderson said funds also
were deposited in amounts

CLUB PARADISE

SKILLET & LEROY
THE SOUL CLOWNS

LAWANDA
THE QUEEN OF COMEDY

snamBlack.
special
d ChiG r
studies
Detroit
U. S
anced
ftfp.

ranging from $10,000 to $100 000 in minority-owned or
managed institutions n these
other cities: Chicago, Compton, Calif.; Danville, Va.:
Durham, N. C.; Houston;
Los Angeles; New York;
Portland, Ore .; Seattle;
and Washington, D. C.

Fashion
Facts-

645 E. GEORGIA AVE. MEMPHIS
2 SHOWS NITELY
9 & 12 MIDNITE

PRESENTS IN PERSON BY POPULAR DEMAND
AN

MANHATTANCLU

Memphis banks gets$25,000
Atlantic Rich field co.
will deposit Si mdlion in
minority-owned or managed
commercial or savings banks
in cities rfrom coast-to-coast
to help provide funding for
minority businesses in those
areas, Robert 0. Ander-

MRS. PATRICIA W. SHAW
is a graduate of Fisk uniand has attended
the University of Michigan
School of Business. Mrs.
Shaw oined Universal Life
Insurance in 19611 and since
that time Ole
z “.rve'
chief clerk assistant super,,sc and
trqt..?s,ing. and as cashier
and assistant comptrcller
the bookkeeping department.
Mrs. Shaw was r-centl.
promoted to the position of
a.s;stant vice mes'dent r search analyst. She is the
Shaw Sr.'
wife -f Harold
`he- are the rrent, of a
;even-year-old sm. Shaw
supervisor of the horn? cffice
underwriters.

versity

from SEARS
by
Sears Crosstown and Lincoln Elementary School PTA presented
"Spring is Our Thing," a gala fashion show given in the school's
beautiful cafetorium.
Lovely decorations carried out the theme with colorful butterflies, giant roses and spring flowers made of colored tissue and
sparked with glitter. Mrs. Ardenia Jackson and the students were
responsible for these artistic decorations.
There were star gazing garments to stun tile crowd of over 500
pepple who attended the show. Mrs. Gwendolyn Poston niodeled a
black and beige longuette dress with a bodice printed with black
butterflies. It was belted with a wide lace-up belt and skirt could
he left unbuttoned ... as daringly as the wearer chose. Mrs Sarah
Bishop brightened the stage with a three-piece pantsuit in lime
green. The double-breasted short-sleeve jacket featured in Edwardian collar. The pants were fashionably flared and a skirt was ad.
ded for versatility. Our girls along with their escorts turned their
charm in the audience in outfits from dress-up to casual. Debbie
Scott modeled a peen and white polyester knit. The bodice zipped lip the front to meet a shirt style collar. Joselyn Prater made a
pretty peasant in a green flower printed wrap skirt trimmed with
rick-rack and a puff-sleeve Manse.
All these and more delightful outfits made it a wonderful evening of fashion. Door prizes were presented to several lucky winners. Mrs. Ardenia Jackson was chairman of the program along
with Mrs. Helen Hooks who is also principal.
A fashion show was also given at Coleman Chapel Church, Mrs.
l'ricilla Burke was chairman. And again we displayed some lovely
outfits. Reva Cathy modeled a tie-dyed midriff blouse with hipster
pants that were belted and flared. Donna Claxton wore a peasantwok longuette dress for evening. It featured an empire waist and a
gracefully full skirt of lilac voile. The bodice was trimmed with
colorful bands of embroidery. Mrs. Annie B. Allen wore a dress
-,f bright multi-color print belted at the natural waistline. She
wore a brim white hat for the total look.
I would like to invite all of you to join me for a Fashion Show
given by the Springdale Baptist Church, June 20 at 4 P.M.

WHISKEY • 85 PROOF 65% GRAIN NEUTRAL SPIRITS 01971 CALVERT

CHICAGO - Patsy L McDonald has been named
community has been representative/special
m a rkets
for Armour Dial, an Armour
and co. subsidiary.
Joe Black. vice pre-:'don'
for special market, of The
Greyhound corp., which owns
100 per cent of Armour and
Company, said Mrs. McDonald will be responsible for
helping develop wav,. to
stimulate new and prof table
srofuoprs. the, sub-idiarv
n
bo
ursitnyesg
..m
among blacks a nd otheri-

1459 So. Bellevue

at the corner of Kerr

live Entertainment Every Night
of the Week
Band plays from 10:00 p.m. - 2:00 a.m. Weekdays and Sun.
11:00 p.m. - 4:00 A.M. Friday & Saturday
Cover Charge S1.00 per person Weekdays and Sunday
S1.50 Week-Ends
Ladies admitted free every ritaiiday
Open 8:30 P.M. TIC?"?

She will visit predominately black schools and colleges, community centers
and group gatherings to present Armour-Dies message
on consumer education, nutrition and personal habits of
grooming and cleanliness.
She also will act as hostess at special markets breakfasts and luncheons. and.
generally maintain liaison

EVERS
Termite

774-9225

A

TO

.-BLACK

PROORES5:

pisst
C•ntrel
System
327 6033

Two appointed
to Sun's staff
Joe Wade III, president of
Porter-Leath Children's Center, announces the apvint- !
ment of two serial workers .
to the staff of the Sun agen-,

cy.
rnpton.
Mr:. Earnest'ne C,
a 'graduate of Spellman college, will work in the agency's newly devtlicpad family day care pr gram. Her
activity will entail determining the eligibility of applicants to care for children
in their homes during the
an'
- provitng
vision and con=ultaVon to
the day care mrthers.
Mrs. Charlett Frumin. a
gradual,' of t'-e University
or. Tennessee Sch2o1 of SoE. the.
cial Work. w.11
ager-.7's three gro-n hi nes.
vi'lcs care
Each 'lame
`^eatmen‘
x preadolescent boys.

Fashion
Coordinator
Sean Crosstown

FILLNDED

Itn'yor• ty of TIlitr's ho p •
tal. Before that, she was In
the medi:ine an/ surgery
departments of St. Luke'sPresbyterian and Michael
Reese hospitals here.
nursing
She re ce ived
training thr. ugh the Chicago
Board of EdtLation. pracf
cal nursing center.

CO.. LOUISVILLE,

ENT
ION
2.500
1. CA SII
r Utility
9,950
o Dower
ayment
0,950.Down'
• yment
950
Payment
4,250
oIR V
1 Down
2,500
00
wn
0,250
Down
mmt
4,750
00
'own
9950.....
own

ION .
UY :
vanish,'

A1,S() APPEARING

OSCAR ARMSTRONG'S BIG BAND
ADVANCE TICKET
-A-AT DOOR

$3.00
$3.50

Tickets on sale at: Home of the Blues, 147 S. Main
St., Metro Records, 378 E.H. Crump Blvd., and 2278
Park Ave. Poplar Tunes, 308 Poplar Ave.; Poptunes,
4195 Summer Ave.; Select-0-MS, 605 Chelsea Ave.;
Gemco, P.O. Box 4742, Memphis, 38104, PH. 5251975.

When the going gets hard,
the whiskey should be soft.
Calvert Extra.The Soft Whiskey

YOU BLED MY MOMMA — YOU BLED MY POPPA
00141/.. 110.0tRAC•

ALVERT

tION•VAOLAIR

068 et.IWO..

BUT YOU WONT BLEED ME

E

...NAL 14.1..OACA 1100N •VA..., At • •,101

MELVIN VAN PEEBLES sad JERRY GROSS present "SWEET SWEETBACK'S BAA3ASSSSS SONG
a CINEMATION INDUSTRIES Release • COLOR

STARTS FRIDAY!

LOEW'S
81 UNION AVENUE • 525-1602

RATED X
Positively no
one under 1111

Feature at:
1:00.2.45-4:49
6:30-8:15-10:05

"
400111""1111"IrP,Ter,rasa-,sesar.-,."

AP"
,7,N1.0.4W-

•
11,1•1•••••
••••kr.m.r.

SATLI'

Tro"
-II.*/
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Black cowboys were rough riders f,IE
The number of blacks on
individual trail drives varied widely, from all-black outfits with a white trial bass,
t o racially heterogeneous
groups. The latter were more
widely seen than the tor-

mer, but rarely did a crew
lack at least one black man,
and most of them had two
or three — one was probably
a cook, (usually a cowhand
too to ride trail), while
another might be a h orse

AWNINGS!
.,

.METAL
CANVAS

/

TO
BLACK

MIL

.

Made

.DRAPERIES
..
SUP COVERS
and

LOWEST PRICES
SUPERIOR TAILORING

,

PROGRESS

SAMPtES SHOWN
IN YOUR HOME

AT YOUR CONVENIENCE.

tC

A

SUPERIOR QUALITY.. LOW PRICE- UNEXCELLED
WORKMAPISHiP-SASIEST TERMS- QUICK SERVICE
ERIE1 ESTIMATES WITHOUT OILIGATION

Bruntital-Cil.mm

any authority over them.
Even if he were in charge
of an all black or blackMexican outfit, he would
have had to deal with whites
,for grazing land and supplies. White cattle owners
did not want to assume
these added problems.
Other than an inability to
advance i n the ranks, the
black cowboy did not experience an inordinate
amount
of discrimination
on the job.
Types of work, pay, etc.

wrangler, and the third
might be a trail hand.
No matter how capable a
black cowhand might be. he
rarely rose to a position
higher than cowboy or trail
cook. Even if "liberal"
whites did put their ,faith in
a competent black cowboy,
the times
the realities
would discourage them froni
making him a trail boss.
Most white cowboys were
Southerners and black trail
boss would certainly have
had difficulty in exerting

_

ESTIMATES FREE
WITHOUT OBLIGATION

.EASY TERMS
,I

WINDOW SHADES
VEFIETIAtter VERTICAL
4WD'S
'
Vit

I

FLOOR COVERINGS
RUGS, CARPETS
. HARD SURFACE

CHRISTIAN

WILLIAMS

CREDIT
AVAILABLE

SHADE Fc AWNING CO. •

,

.216 S. Pauline

Tel. 725-1431

Neil Masner, President

IUD-SOUTH'S FINEST
MOST COMPLETE
SUPER MARKETS
SOUTH
MIDTOWN
1232 E. SHELBY DRIVE
(WHITEHAVEN)

1620 MADISON

EAST

5014 POPLAR (AT MENDENHALL)
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were generally
standard,
and the black cowboy drew
his $253.5 a month just as
white cowboys did.
Segregation on the ranch
or trail was impractical, it
not impossible, as the trail
herders slept and ate without regard to color.
The cowtown posed more
of a problem for the black,
cowboy than for the white
ones, although townspeople
held no love for cowherders
in general.
To understand the reason
for, and the degree of, segregation in cattle towns, two
facts should be understood:
men and
First, white
women who lived in these
setUements
were
largely
Southerners or Westerners
w it h
Southern attitudes.
and con s e quently they
maintained the concept of
racial inequality and the
Second, was the existence
of white women and the
traditional prohibitions of
fraternization between the
races.
The degree of segregation
in the gambling houses and
bars was often quite lax, if
it existed at all.
Black cowboys would, however, have to eat in blackowned restaurants, if one
existed in the town, or have
food handed to them at the
back door of white establishments.
These conditions posed no
great problems, for most
cowboys preferred to buy a
Jew canned goods at a

general store and eat sitting
on a hitching rail while
swapping stories with each
other.
The cowboy was an exceptional man. His very
line of work called for him
to be above average in
stanuina
a nd
patience.
Most of his life was spent
working long hours in all,
types of weather, coaxing
cattle up dusty trails for
three or four months at a
time, at a wage of $25 to
$35.
His
manners
were
crude, his clothes functional,
and his temperament was
often unpredictable. He spent
most of his pay in eowtowns
on whiskey (much of it unfit for human consumption),
"ladies" (to use the term
loosely), and he often rode
home broke, hungover, and
carrying a few scars from
barroom altercations. But
he was a type, cut from a
different mold, iand consequently literature celebrated
him as such.
The black cowboy was all
of these things with one exception:
He
was never
Atty. W. Otis Higgs Jr.,
celebrated in popular fic'59, appointed criminal court
tion. Black cowboys were
judge Memphis, succeeding
cooks, drovers, expert
Judge Odell Horton ... Wilwranglers, ranchers, even
lie T. Miles, '66. transferred
rustlers. In short, they were
from RCA personnel servsusceptible to the same influences that made white
ices in Memphis to RCA
men cooks, drovers and
engineering divsion in Morrustlers. But somehow their - restown, N.J. . . George L.
stories were lost in the
Robinson, '47, promoted to
translation from the dinie
coordinator of department
pulp novel to the early films
of plant maintenance for
and finally to television.
Memphis Board of Education .. . Edward Driver, '61.
appointed regional federal
building inspector, Atlanta
.. Cornell Wells, 'Si) appointed coordinating admin
istratcr instruction, ShelbY
County School System ...
Willie W. Herenton, '63. on
Memphis
sabbatical from
you miss this tournament,
School System studying for
you will have missed what
doctorate at U. of South.rn
possibly could be the most
Illinois. . .Jesse J. Warr, Jr.,
rewarding
enjoyable
and
'42. a U.S. geological survefishing experience in your
and vice chairman
chemist
life."
of the Prince Georges CounTournament headquarters
ty (Md.) School Board, cited
will be at Spencer Creek
by the Secretary of Interior
Boat Dock, which is centralas 'a true public servant in
ly located on Old Hickory
the finest sense of (h. term'
L a k e, south of Gallatin,
... Reginald Sykes, '63
Tenn.
Chicago. appointed assistant
Entry forms may be acto the executive vice pres;quired at any store, dock
dent for professional and
or bait shop with our poster
academic affairs at Rosh
on display or by writing
Presbyterian Medical Center
John E. Wilson, 216 Sherry
... Perry Allen. '55. KanCircle. Gallatin, 37066. All
sas City. Mo., manager of
the entry forms must be
KPRS-FM ... George D.
received no later than May
25 to insure participation.
Clark Jr., '48, appointed di-

set for May 29, 30

Be sure to save your Cash Register Receipts.
$6,000 per week available for your favorite charity!
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HAMBURGER PATTIES

Prices fn the ad effective noun,May 225e midnight thru
May 25th. we reserve the right to limit quantities. None
sold to dealers.
.

31b. pkg. or more

Argo Sliced

Sottex

PINEAPPLE
.20-0z. 194
. Can in Heavy Syrup
Kounty Kist
Frozen VEGETABLES

BATHROOM TISSUE
4 Ron Pkg.

MACRONI A

WHOLE KERNEL YELLOW CORN BABY
LIMAS, MIXED VEGETABLES
OR CUT GREEN
BEANS.

250.5-Total

BOSTON BUTT
PORK ROAST
SALMON CHUM
65e-07.A1,,i,

16-0z. Can
Sacramento Fruit
From California
Big 30-Oz.
.00
3-Limit
Can 3/1
•
Montesi

COCKTAIL

24-0z.
Loaf

22*

3-Limit

2
/254P

7-oz.

Limit

Chief Brand

45c
Red Cross

200Z.'
BAG

lb

TOMATO
A PASTE
- -••••

6-0z.
Can

41*

10
Snowdrift Whipped

SHORTENING

Fred Montesi

42-0z. Cali

• Franks
lb.62,

79*
C&111/ Koshar

DILL PICKLES
2? oz. 39*
Planter's

FRESH PORK
STEAKS

PEANUT BUTTER
18-0, 59*
Wishbone Italian

DRESSING

Doz.
Chef Boy Ar Dee
SPAGHETTI & MEAT BALLS
15-0z.3/11 A30
Pepsi Cola

DRINKS

Plus

8 16-0z. BM.=WI* Deposit
Fred Montesi

Pure Pork
Sausage
5
2 Lb Bag 7

FRED MONTESI
OR
MORRELL BACON

8-0z.

Fresh

Pork
Shoulder
Whole
Lb,390

354p

Thank You Cherry

PIE FILLING
21-0z. Can

39*

\SAVE FRED MONTES.I)—
Fred Montesi

Sliced
Bacon
51ic
1 lb. Pkg.
2 lb. Pkg. 994v

2 3e.
LB.
PKG.

U

FRED

MONIES! OR MORRELL SLICED

BACON
FRED MONTESI

2

OR MORRELL BACON

fa a lc
PKGS."

LB. 364
2PKG.

With
Coupon
or Fisher Beef Bacon 12-0z. Pkg. 24o
With Coupon
With coupon and $5.00 additional purchase,
excluding value of coupon Merchandise
(Fresh milk products, anti-freeze and tobacco also excluding In compliance with
state law.) Coupon expires Midnight Wednesday. May 26th.
One Coupon Per Family Per Week

c0411,

.11110
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Our hometown
boom town.
We're more
than interested.
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at LeMoyne-Owen

Bass tournament

The Gallatin Jaycees are
having their first annual
Bass Tournament May 29
and 30 and are planning a
full program for the fishermen who enter.
The entry fee is $25 per
person and this is a real
bargain compared to the
Prizes a man can win when
he br i ng s in his winning
catch. There are 20 prizes
in all, with first prize being
a 14' Power-Glas boat by
Louis Utley of Portland.
Tenn. a 45 H. P Chrysler
motor from Marineland in
Nashville. Tenn. a Moody
trailer and $500 cash.
John E. Wilson, chairman
of the project, says, "If

vr1a.•

rector of division of elementary education for Memphis
Board of Education . .. Dr.
Leonard F. SaM, '42, assistant to the dean, school of
education, U. of Michigan.
on leave to serve as administrative assistant to the
superintendent of the San
Francsico Unitied S c hool
District.

Bob Atkins
is promoted
Robert G. Atkins, staff associate with the Human Resources Division of the Memphis Area Chamber of Commerce, has been named associate manager of the division.
Announcement of Atkins
promotion was made by David W. Cooley, chief executive officer of the Chamber.
Atkins has served with the
division since joining the
Chamber staff in April, 1969.
Named earlier as manager
of the Human Resources
Div;sion was Clifford Stockton. Stockton succeeded Randall N. Conway, who was
named general manager of
program development.
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Rufus Thomas is
making it 'big'
"I'm the only one of its
kind," Rufus Thomas asserts
justifirble pride.
The 54-year-old entertainer represents 40 years of
Memphis Soul.
Millions of young people
around the world have danced to his hit records, including "Welkin' The Dog," "Do
The Funky Chicken" and
the "Push and Pull."
He's been a singer, comic,
tap dancer, songwriter, tal-

nenphis
. Dr.
snit of
igin.
ad• the
'San
o1

ft asn ReMemCOm•• as- diviAtkins
y Daexecu:mber.
'th the
the
1, 1969.
.nager
.ources
Stockd Rani was
ger of

Elected
TEA
prexy

ent show director, master of
ceremonies and disc jockey
and he's the father of vocalist Carla Thomas, who
also records for Stax Records.

CINCINNATI, Ohio — Harry W. Fields has been promoted to a management position at Proctor & Gamble's
Jackson, Tenn., plant.
As team manager in the
plant's technical service
module, his primary responsibility is managing operations in the raw materials
are. His team's duties indude the receipt, storage,
preparation, and supply of
all raw materials to the
manufacturing lines and other related tasks. At present,
eight technicians report to
11
him.
A native of Lewisburg,
W. Va., Fields attended
Bolling high school, where
he graduated in the top 10
per cent of his class. At
West Virginia State college,
Institute, W. Va., he majored in mathematics and chemistry, and participated in
football and advanoed Air
Force ROTC.
Before joining Procter &
Gamble as a chemical analyst in 1969, Fields was employed by the West Virginia
State Road Commission and
the Diamond -Shamrock
corp. in Charleston, and by
Dow Chemical Company in
Cleveland.
Fields is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. Harry W. Fields
Sr., of Lewisburg, W. Va-,

When Rufus was touring
Tennessee, Alabama
and
Georgia with the Rabbit
Foot minstrel show in the
early thirties he performed
in a tent and stayed in private homes for 50 cents a
night.
When someone asked Roars if each room had a color
replied,
television, Refus
There
television?
"Color
wasn't even radio in those
days!"

MOVING?
For Complete
Quality Service, Local
Long Distant and
Storage,
Call 527-5297 for
Free Estimates
E-Z Storage & Van Co.
493 S. Main St.

Buy season lust starting, need 15 guys and gals to travel.
Transportation furnished at all times. Expenses paid during
training. High school not required. Must be able to leave
immediately. For interview apply to. Mr. Mark Steele.
Downtowner Motor Inn. Little Rock, Ark.

Dr. Joseph
W. Westbrook, '43, an area director
for the Memphis Board of
Education, will be the first
black president of the powerful T e nnessee Education
Assn.
His term as president
will begin July 1, 19'72. Now
the vice president of the
organization, he was elected to the No. 1 post without
opposition.

Their recording of "Cause
I Love You" was the first of
many hits for Stax Records
and it began a new era in
the Memphis Sound.
Rufus has seen many
changes in the life of an entertainer during his lengthy
career as a performer. His
most recent tour took him to
England, Ge r many and
France on a "giant jetliner.
He appeared in large concert halls and stayed at
some of Europe's best hotels.

APPLY
18 & OVER

Another Le M o yne-Owen
graduate has come through
with a first.

During the early 60's Rufus and his teenaged daughter walked to the new record
company that had just been
started in an old movie theatre in their neighborhood.

Fields
hiked
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BETWEEN SESSIONS — Dtrector Gordon
Parks and lssae Hayes enjoy a few casual
moments before returning to MGM's recording studio. Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer's "Shaft"
introduces newcomer Richard Roundtree in
the title role of a black private detective,
who becomes the pivotal character in a
hassle which pits an organized crime oper•

alien against a Harlem mob. "Shaft," shot
entirely on New York locations by producer
Joel Freeman and director Gordon Parks,
is a Stirling Silliphant-Roger Lewis Production for MGM. Adapted for the screen by
John D. E. Black from a novel by Ernest
Tidyman, "Shalt," also stars Moses Gunn
and Gwenn Mitchell.

Named enviromental engineer
Miss Lilia Ann Abron,
'66, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Ernest B. Abron of
Memphis, is co mpleting
her work for a doctor's degree in Environmental Engineering at the University
of Iowa.
She is holder of a fellowship from the Federal Water Pollution Control commission, engaged in research at Iowa on removal
of pesticides from water
supplies.
No one is more surprised
at her being an engineer
than Lilia Ann.
At LeMoyne-Owen she majored in chemistry but spent
her junior year studying
practical p o litics on a
Ford Foundation fellowship
at Morgan.
a
With support from
U.S. Public Health Service
fellowship, she earned the
master's degree in environ-

mental engineering at Washington.
Her d o c Loral research
project involves use of a

Helicopter pilot
a Hami▪lton grad

reverse o s mosii process
to remove pesticides and
other trace organics which
slip through ordinary water
treatment processes.

An Equal Opportunity
Employe..

THE LONGER...YET MILDER

MENTHOL

Dr. Westliook has been
with the Memphis system
26 years, starting as a
teacher and football coach.
He later became an assistant principal and then an
instructional supervisor.
He won fame at Melrose
high school where he produced a string of championship f o o tball teams.
He later stood out as assistant principal of Booker T. Washington high.
Dr. Westbrook earned his
graduate degrees at Tennessee State and University of Tennessee.
TEA is the professional
organization of the state's
30,000 teachers.

Warren St., qualified for the
pher J. Warmsley, of the t
United States Army, has I
successfully completed thel
Warrant Officer Rotary Vilagl
Course Class 71-9 at Fart)
Rucker, Ala., which wasi
graduated on May 4.
Warrant Officer Warmsley,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Arlander Warmsley of 2046
Warren st., qualified for he
Commandant List, which
was the top 20 per cent of
the class of 80 students.
The 20-year-old helicopter
pilot is a 1968 graduate of
Hamilton high school. He
will be flying the Huey Cobra
helicopter in Vietnam.

Longer..yet milder
longer length-milder taste
You get both with

PALL MALL MENTHOL 100's
18 mg.-tar," 1.3 mg. nicotine
As. per cigarette, FTC Report NOV.'70

LANE COLLEGE
Jackson, Tennessee 38301

• Coeducational
. Large enough to give a
fully accredited curriculum

• Fully Accredited
• Four.year Liberal -Arts
• Degrees: A.B. and B.S.

• Small enough to give
attention to individuals needs
Mr. M.P. Fair
Director of Financial Aid

Miss R. Maddox
Director of Admission

SUMMER SESSION
First Term
JUNE

JULY

AUGUST

7 Registration
8 Classes begin.. Late Registration Fee charged.
9 Last day for completing registration,
including changing of courses.
9 First Term Examinations
12 Registration
13 Classa begin. Late icogistration Fag charged.
14 Last day for completing registration, including
changing of courses.

Miss Lane College, Retha Conley "Her Great,
Great, Grandfather wore chains, (slavery)
because she attends Lane College she can
wear a stethoscope

SUMMER and Fall SESSIONS

U Second Term Examinations

SEPTEMBER 4- 7 Freshman 8vientation
8 Registration of Freshmen
9 - 10 Registration of Upperclassmen
13 Classes begin
17 Last day for completing registration,
cianging of cocises.

\I1
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Randolph carries labor's battle for black freedom
One of the oldesi-i•od most
effective civil rights leaders
is Asa Philip Randolph, a
vice president of Ise AFL-

CIO and founder of the
Brotherhood o f S 1 eeping
Car Porters.
Randohph has long been a
leader' in the fight for equal

A

BLACK
T
PROGRESS
DISCOUNT

GRADUATION SPECIAL
AT COOPER'S
New
Electric
Smith-Corona
Portable typewriter

job opportunities and the
struggle against racial discrimination in unions. lie is
a dedicated activist.
"Nothing stirs and shapes
the public sentiment," he
once said, "like physical
action. . .Mass demonstrations against Jim Crow are
worth a million editor'als
and orations in anybody's
paper and on any platform.
In 1941 A. Phillip Ran•
dolph organized one of the
most effective civil rights
protests in American history. By threatening a mas•
she march on Washington
he convinced President Roosevelt to establish the Fair
Employment Practices Cammittee (FEPCi that began
to clamp down on racial
discrimination in wartime
hiring-a major step toward
equal job opportunities for
black Americans.
On Aug, 23. 196:-4. R311doiph participated in the
kind of march on Washington
he had envisioned 22 years
before.
More than 250,000 people
gathered in the nation's
capital to dramatize the
for stronger civil
need
rights legislation.
The highlight of the march
was a rally at ihe Lincoln
Memorial. At the height of
the rally a black minister
from Atlanta stood up to
speak.
-I have a dream (he began) that one day this- Ha-

tion will rise up and live
out the true meaning of its
creed-we hold these truths
to be self-evident: that all
men are created equal.
"I have a dream that one
day on the red hills of
Georgia the sons of former
slaves and the sons of former
slave owners will be able to
sit down together at the
table of brotherhood. . .When
we let freedom ling, when
we let it ring from every
village and hamlet, from
every state and every
city, we will je able to speed
up that day when all of
God's children, black men
and white men. Jews and
Gentiles, Protestants and
Catholics. will be able to
join hands and sing in the
words of that old Negro
spiritual: Free at last! Free
at last! Thank God Almighty, we are free at last.'
Dr. Martin Luther King's
moving speech placed him
at the forefront of the civil
rii.thts movement. He had
been an important leader
during the turbulent decade
of social change in the south
in the 1950's: now the entire
would saw him as a symbol
of the new fight for freedom.
*
The 1954 Supreme court
segregation
deschool d e
cision marked the bcginning of the end of segregation
in America, but a long fight
was still ahead. On Dec. 1.
1955, Mrs. Rosa Parks re-

wav DAISY
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Now Showing!

SOFT YOUNG GIRLS BEHIND HARD PRISON BARS
6

Electric
with Carrying case
GRADUATION
DISCOUNT
PRICE

$119.50

Dinible value at Cooper's. First, discount prices.
Second, our garantee and shop to bock up this
guarantee. Wirtervice what we sell.
• Fully Guaranteed • Terms Available
—Moil And Phone Orders filled COOPER OFFICE EQUIPMENT, INC.
5264.227

97 So. Second
Mtimph.s

.18 and over unless accompanied by a Parent or Guardian
"Ilus"George Peppard "THE

fused to move to Hy back cif
a bus in Montgomery, Ala.
Four days later 27-yearold the Rev. Martin Luther
King Jr. became the leader
of a mass boycott of Montgomery buses. The boycott
was a brilliant success. The
bus company lost 65 per cent
of its business and the city
capitulated.
On Aug. 28, 1957. the first
civil rights legistlation in 82
years was passed by the
Congress but resistance in
the south had increased. In
1954, two months after the
Supreme Court school desegregation decision, there
had been formed the first
White Citizens Council dedicated to the maintenance of
the status quo in the south
by any means necessary, including violence.
Many southern state governments tried to black
change as well. In Sentemtier, 1957. President Eisenhower had to send federal
troops into Little Rock. Ark.
to integrate a handful of
black students into Central
high school,

EXECUTIONER"

Executionals12:50-4:15-7:55 House: 2:45.5.15.9:45

MRS. YVONNE B. ACE
is a teacher at Carver high
school has devoted much of
time toward human activie. Mrs. Aces is now
busv working with the Voter
Registration Campaign
viih:ch she has worked on
since 1965. She was awarded
the "Teacher of the Year
for 1970." She was also the
"Alpha Kappa Alpha Greek
of the Year." Mrs. Acey attended Booker T. Washington high school and Lei.
Moyne-Owen college where
she got her R.A. Degree.
She did her graduate work
at University of Southern
California a is d Memphis
State University. Mrs. Aces
attends Rock of Ages M.S.
Church and lives with her
husband David and their
three-year-old son, Davld at
5.332 Norma dr.

On Feb. 1, 1960, black
students from North Carolina Agricultural and Technical college In Greensboro
staged the first lunch counter sit-1n. Two months later
the Associated Press reported that 1000 black Americans had been arrested for
The first modern freedom
ride began on May 4, 1961.
Thirteen members of the
Congress of Racial Equality
boarded buses in the north
and headed south. Their
trip was meant to focus attention on racial discrimination and white hostility. They
succeeded; ten days later
their bus was bombed and
burned by white terriorists.
White racists fought back
as their lives depended upon it. A bloody riot broke
out when James Meredith
was enrolled at the University of MissIsIppi In September, 1962.
In the spring of 1963 Dr.
Martin Luther King Jr.
decided to confront one of
the strongest bastions of
white supremacy. Birmingham, Ala. Two thousand
the
demonstrators began
confrontation on April 3.
They were met by club
swinging police led be Birmingham sheriff "Bull" Connor.
Connor used high pressure
fire hoses and police dogs
to break up the derhonstralions. A series of terrorists
bombings followed, including one on Dr. King's home,
and soon a full scale race
riot broke out. But when the
violence was over, it was
clear that the nonviolent
demonstrators had won. National public opinion was
horrified by Birmingham's
brutal refusal to peaceful
demonstrations,
"Birmingham was a fuse,"
Dr. King wrote later, "it
detonated a revolution that
went on to win scores of
other victories."
The victories of the
early 1960's culminated in
most extensive piece of civil
rights legislation in American_ history: thd 1964 Civil
Rights act. Before his death
President John F. Kennedy
initiated the bill; but his
successor, President Lyndon
Johnson pushed the measure
through.
The 1964 Civil Rights art
was still only a beginning.
In March, 1965. Dr. King
organized a Freedom

March from Selma to Montgomery, Ala. Twenty-five
thousand marchers joined
the ranks. Again the demonstrators met violence
During the march the
world was shocked and sickened by the news that a
white housewife, and civil
rights worker, Mrs. Viola
Liuzzo, had been shot to
death as she drove her car
along a Lowndes c3unty
road.
In recent years the civil
rights movement has produced many martyrs for
freedom: Medgar Evers, an
NAACP field secretary who
was gunned down in front of
his Jackson, MISS,, home;
four black schoolgirls who
died when their church was
bombed i n B irmingham,
and the three young civil
rights w o r kers, Michael
Schwerner, Andrew Goodman, and James Chow

who were found dead near
Philadelphia, Miss.
The latest and most grievous loss came on April 4,
1968, when Dr. Martin Luther King Jr., the winner of
the 1964 Nobel Peace prize,
the youngest man ever to
win that coveted honor, was
struck down by an assassin's
high-powered bullet.
The death of Dr. Kiag
symbolized the unsure progress of race relations in
America Tyward the end of
the 1960's. Dr. King and
other civil rights workers,
great and small, black and
white, had won many important victories, but the
battle was tar from over.
Riots in Watts, Harlem,
Detroit, and other northern
cities exposed long-hidden
black anger and frustration.
Violence is in the ale but
the forces of reason still prevail.

Quaker Oats declares
May 'support higher
education month'
The Quaker Oats co. has
designated the month of
May as "Support Higher
Education Month" at its
manufacturing facilities and
offices throughout the nation, according to R.K. Fincher, plant manager here.
In a letter to all employes,
Robert D. Stuart Jr., Quaker president, urged Quakers
to help ease the financial
crisis at America's colleges
and universities.
"Our schools need our
help to continue pursuing
high academic goals." he
said.
Stuart appealed to employes to take advantage of
the Matching Gift Program
of The Quaker Oats Foundation, philanthropic arm of
The Quaker Oats co.
Under this program the
foundation matches every
contribution —
employee
ranging from a minimum of
$25 to a maximum of $1,000
in any one year — made to
any accredited four-year college, university or graduate
school, public or private, in
the U.S.
All active employes of
The Quaker Oats co. and its
domestic subisidiaries are
eligible to participate.

The Matching Gift Program p r ovides employes
with an excellent opportunity to help ease the financial
crisis at America's colleges
and universities and have
their gifts matched, Stuart
said.
He added that employees
need not have attended or
graduated from the schools
they wish to support. They
may contribute to more than
one school and all contributions are tax deductible.
In addition to the letters
to e m p loyees. "Support
Higher Education Month" is
being promoted by special
posters on bulletin boards
at all present locations, articles in the company's
Publications and brochures
on the Foundation's Aid to
Higher Education Program
which are being distributed
to all employes. As a result
of a similar effort last year,
Quaker employes increased
their contributions to higher
education through the Matching Gift Program by more
than 50 per cent over the
previous year, thus doubling
Funds actually received by
schools from Quakers and
the Foundation combined.

FRED NIONTESI'S BLACK PROGRESS
You'll find Black Department Heads at all Three Locations
and all Shifts. Make it your Business to find out who
represents your Community at Fred Montesi Food Stores.
Fred Montesi
Mid-South Finest Most Complete Super Markets
1232EastShely Drive (Whitehaven)
South
1620 Madison Avenue
Mid-Town
5014 Poplar at Mendenhall
East

Charles Boulton
William Payne
Toyal Featherstone Plentimore Hodds
Assist. Head Stockman Assist. Head Checker Assist.Head Checker Assist.Head Stock Clerk
1
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Personnel Coordinator

Atlantic &
Pacific Tea Co.

' Higgs
young
judge

is

LeRoy and Skillet
1 to play Paradise

01.
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Atty. W. Otis Higgs Jr ,
•'59, at the age of 33 is the
youngest judge
presiding
over a Shelby County (Mem
phis) Criminal Court.
He was appointed to the
bench by the outgoing Gov

Willie B. Kelley, II
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A Native of Hickman,
Kentucky, Personnel Coordinator of the Atlantic
and Pacific Tea Company,
Willie Benjamin Kelley, II,
began his educational training in Parkin, Arkansas. He
is the son of Mr. & Mrs.
Willie Kelley of Wynne,
Arkansas, who has one other son, Harvey Kelley, of
Chicago, Illinois.
As a resident of Memphis for thirty years, Mr.
Kelley attended Manassas
High School, graduated
from Booker T. Washington High School and spent
one year at LeMoyne College before joining the Marine Corps. He received
basic training at Camp
LeJune in North Carolina
and is a Pearl Harbor World
War II Veteran,
Mr. Kelley helds a BS
Degree in Politeal Science
from LeMoyne College
where he was voted the
"Most Distinguished Senior." He was Vice President of the Senior Class, a
member of the Student
Government, Choir, Dramatic, Art and Dance Club.
His dancing ability captured first prize at the
Jabberwock sponsored by
Delta Sigma Theta Sorority. He toured with the
1948 Cotton Maker's Jubilee King and Queen to
different high schools in
Arkansas, where he further
displayed his dancing ability.
Mr. Kelley has a MA
Degree in Health, Recreation and Physical Education from Columbia University, New York. He
was the only male performer in the School of
Dance for his first two
years with a specialty in
Modern Dance and was
an outstanding solo dancer
for six summers. He has
coordinated
Scholai ship
Benefit Dances for Alpha
Alpha
and Sigma
Kappa
Gamma Rho Sororities.
Mr. Kelley began his
teaching career in 1949
at Central High School in
Parkin, Arkansas where he
had attended as a student.
In 1952, he was employed
by the Memphis City
School System. A teacher
of History, Geography and
Boys Physical Education
at Magnolia for ten years
and of Civics and American
History at Lincoln Junior
High for five years, Mr.
Kelley Served for four years
as City-Wide Chairman of
Social Studies.
Starting in 1941, as a
Part-time produce helper
at the Atlantic and Pacific
Tea Company, he became
the first Black checker in
the Memphis Area in 1962
and was working in eh
Assistant Manager's Training Program when he resigned from teaching to
become employed full-time
by the Atlantic and Pacific
Tea Company. In 1966, he
represented the Company
as a member of the United
Vice President's
States
Task Force on a two-day
speaking tour at Grambling
College, Grambling, Louisiana. '
Also, in 1966, Mr. Kelley
was selected as one of the
"Most Outstanding Citizens
in Memphis" by the Booker T. Washington Civic
Club. He is an active member of the Broad Avenue
First Baptist Church, where
he served as the Opening
Day Chairman of the present Church building, Sunday School Superintendent
for seventeen years, Choir
President and Director. He
presently serves as teacher
of the Young Men's Bible
Class and Co-Chariman of
the Building Fund. He is a
member of the Outstanding Personality of the South,
1970.
His other activities inelude Vice-President of the
• Juvenile Court Advisory
Council, District 6A Chief
of the Auxiliary Probation
Service and Vice-President
of the Mid-City Optimist
Club. He was the first
Black member of any Optimist Club in the Memphis
area.
As the present Personnel.
Coordinator
for
the
Atlantic and Pacific Tea
• Company, Mr. Kelley, i
works with the Memphis
(Southhaven,
vicinity
Jackson,
Mississippi;
Tennessee; • Dyersburg,
Mayfield,
Tennessee;
Kentucky and Paducah,
Kentucky).

BLACK LEADERS ODELL HoRT0N, left, and Dr.
Price: no single.minded oligarchy.

ATTY, OTIS HIGGS
eenor of the state, Buford
Ellington.
. Higgs, who was associated with the law firm of Rat
ner, Sugarmon & Lucas, succeeded Judge Odell Horton
as judge of Criminal Court
Division 4.
Higgs' appointment came
after Judge Horton resigned
to accept the presidency of
LeMoyne-Owen last fall.
The a pp ointment was
made shortly after Higgs
candidacy
announced
his
for General Sessions Court
judge'.
A former Memphis public
,chool teacher, he earned"
his law degree at the Memphis State Universtty School
of Law. He served as a
deputy clerk in the ShelbY
County Crimi 'sal Court
clerk's office and later as
a Public Defender.
Before his appointment to
the bench, he was also a
nart-time instructor at LeMoyne-Owen. Hi; defewe
of the re`or has been ens o'
his main strong points.

CAN YOU USE
MORE CASH?
CITYCONVENIENT
FINANCE
•

8

LOCATIONS '

.'NERE FOLKS LIKE YOU
GET PREFERENTIAL
SERVICE

That talent of understanding and sympathy for one's
fellow man coupled with the
ability to communicate with
a world eager for a smile,
is just what makes Leroy
and Skillet great.
The basic understanding
, of life's pains and pleasures,
derived from living through
it all while smilingly turning
the other cheek is a rare talent.
The team was born at the
old Brass Rail Club on
Broadway in Los Angeles in
1955. The, Brass Rail is now
defunct but not the comedy
team of Leroy and Skillet.
Their list of credits
ranees far and wide, inluding the Chicago Audilerium 't'heatre, Apello Elev-

en Club, The Kiel Auditor;
urn in St. Louis, Los Ange
lea Shrine Auditorium and
Mr. Kelly's in Chicago.
Leroy and Skillet await
your invitation to demonstrate how you can join
them in their weekly
— pushing wheelbarrows of green to the bank
amid-t chuckles, giggles,
gales and convuisicns of jay.
If you want to check out
one of the funn.est comely
teams cn the hor,zon today.l
check out Leroy and 1Skillet
and La Wanda at the Club'
Paradise', 64$ E. Geareia
ave. May 21-22.
•

MRS. A. Mici.:(1 tilarr:et)
WALKER could be described
as tee woman eehind the
man. Harriet is the wife of
A. Mateo Walker an insurance executive, who was rec.entiv chmen by Ehanmagazine as one of the 100
most influential blacks in
the country. Mrs. Walker devotes much ef her time to
aiding other people. She has
with the YWCA
worked
Branch off:ce in Memphis, a
hoard member of' the Red
Cros.. mental health and
Girl Scouts Organization,
•

of Melvin Norment, '59, also
a social worker. At prevent
she is studying for the doctor's degree in sociology.
After receiving the bachelor's degree in sociology at
LeMoyne-Owen, Mrs. Norment earned the N.S.S.W. at
the University of Tennessee
School of Social Work. She

has had additional courses
at Smith
supervision
in
College and University of
Chicago and co mpleted
another course in group process at Columba.
The position at Pilgrim
is a tremendous challenge
and 1 really find it stimulating," said Mrs. Norment.

Mr. and Mrs. W alter
Thompson were the recent
host, to Mr. and Mrs. Neal
C. Johnson of Chicago in
their home on Rozelle, and
a number of their friends
were guests at a party g;ven
in honor of the couple.
Among those present were

Buy Bonds
affainkmaNNWISIWIMOW.M.WM1111111WWWWW.

It taps
from SPeas
MARINATE an economy
steak in Speas Vinegar.
Speas tenderizes, improves flavor. Leave
the meat in the marinade several hours
or overnight in the
refrigerator before grilling.

Mrs. Norment is
named supervisor
Mrs. Alma Jones Norment,
'58, of Hempstead, L.1., N.Y.
has made it big. She is now
a supervisor in the Pilgrim
State hospital in the State
of New York, the largest
mental hospital in the world.
She started at a salary of
about $16,000 a year a nd
has the title ci`. director of
social work service, PSW
supervisor Ill Grade 25. Pilhospital has
State
grim
about 10,000 patients.
Mrs. Norment is the wife ,

Johnsons
feted by
Thompsons

Mrs. Mamie Sledge, Mr. and
Mrs. Curtis Mitchell, Mrs.
Geraldine Patterson, Mrs.
Eva Gates, Mrs. Barbara
Martin, Mrs. Ahnetta Patterson, Mr. 'I'. W. Jones,
Mr. Nur Mrs. Jesse Young,
Mr. C. ldwis and Mrs. Mildred Mir.

SPEAS
VINEGAR
THE STATUE OF W.C.
Handy stands in what will
become a tourist and convention center.

SPARK a salad with Speas
Vinegar.Make a fresh dressing; use your favorite
recipe or go creative
and invent a new one!
Speas makes dressing "better than bottled"! Try it yourself and see.
FREE: Vinegar booklet with over 60 ways
to cook and clean
with vinegar. Write
Speas Company,2400
Nicholson Ave.. Kansas City, Mo, 64120.

THE PERFECT
GIFTS FOR
PY
DAY.
(Fill in to suit the dory. Father's,
Wedding, Graduation, Birthday, etc.)

by Joe Black
Some citizens 'have accused me of putting
Black people down in BY THE WAY. Primarily,
they criticize my stand on Blacks committing
etimes against Blacks. They say there is more
white crime being committed and that I should
seek out the racist causes behind Black crime. If I •
were a sociologist or philosopher, I might agree.
But I am a Black man speaking realistically about
things Black people must do if we are to improve
and control our communities.
Ask the Black businessman forced by Black
hoodlums to close his shop if the burden of heavy
debts is any easier because he knows that white
people have deprived Blacks of equality and digsky for years. And, what about the Black mother who dies a
thousand deaths each day wondering if .Black
gangs are going to harm her children—children
who want to learn and refuse to burn. Can you
appease her anxiety by reminding her that we live
in a racist society? s
Are Black people arming themselves against
the threats of the white community and excusing
the intimidations of the Black lawless element?
The Good Book says:"And the truth shall set
you free." If we Black people really want greater
control of our own communities, then we must
admit that Black-against-Black crimes are serious.
And we must recognize that the high Black crime
rate hurts us, because it prevents Black people
from reaching their economic potentiaL Let's all
reflect Black pride through community responsibility, as well as in hair and clothing styles.

.,719tofkzok
vice President
The Greyhound COMMON,

This is
the movie
camera that's as easy to use as a
snapshot camera. You just drop in
the film cartridge and shoot. No
threading. No winding. It's palmsize, and the pistol grip folds away.
The Kodak InstamatiC M22
move outfit, complete with
Kodachrome II film and batteries,
is less than $39.

This is the
special limited-time-only Kodak Smile
Saver kit. With the Kodak Instamatic
X-15 camera that takes flash pictures
without flash batteries.
The kit is loaded with extras. Comes
complete with Kodacolor-X film. Three
Sylvania Blue Dot magicubes.
A handsome,convenient travel case.
A handy Smile Saver pocket picture
album. Get it all for less than $25.
KODAK MAKES
YOUR PICTURES COUNT.
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1
about Negroes," says Sengstacke. "But we got to the
point where we were running
about 50-50 and over the years,
I learned that Negroes weren't'
In the realm of black owned cratic Committee. remembers So Sengstacke sent Lucius Har- Black
Panther paper take a Negroes were out of work, in interested in general news.
newspapers, Chicago publisher the day he Joined the organi- per, a veteran Defender edi- hard
line on racial questions, the soup lines and the Defeo- They wanted to know what was
John H. Sengstacke clearly zation which
was then headed tor, to Detroit in April to con- a
position which makes the der was catching hell because h a p pie n i n g in the Negro
domin:aes the field. His news- by Robert Abbott, Sengstacke's vert the Detroit edition into established black press
seem we were paying white em- genera news."
papers, which
full-blown
local
paper to be almost conservative by con- ployes
Include the uncle and founder of the Chi. a
top dollar to print our community. So now our policy
nation's largest black daily cago Defender,
renamed the Michigan Chron- trast.
— is to run about 90 per cent
end the third largest black- "It was New year's Day in ice. It was pro-labor from the Amsterdam News Publisher Paper.
e r
theOupt
grhostanhetwsp.anDdejoli0
e jperr, eent
especially Neco
owned weekly, reportedly ac- 1936," recalls Martin whose start.
C. B. Powell concedes there
ttseobraurightitio0ourieen,
pubcount for close to 30 per cent father, a doctor, had migrated "We just drove the paper is a creditability gap
between
the Afro-American, was giving fisher of Louisiana Weekly,
of the country's black reader- from
Cuba to Savannah, Geor- right behind the UAW," says the black press and the black us a fit.
that
They were saying, says
while his paper has
ship.
Ria. where Martin was born Martin, "because unlike labor community over its coverage ,
Here we are paying good 90 per cent black news it atThe flagship of the Sen.- and where for many years attitudes that had been .fash- of controversial black news.
tracts
to
Nemany
white readers.
whites
while
stacke barony is the Chicago the elder Martin served as betted by the craft unions, the Prodded on the one side by a groes were out in the streets." Thoie attributes this to the
net; Sengstacke, an Abbott protege fact that the paper has heavy
Deny Defender, a lively n the Abbott family's physician. UAW welcomed blacks." The score of proliferating ---:
to 32 page tabloid published On that New Year's night. Chronicle achieved an imnie- periodicals t h a 1 d e m and the childless Abbott named newsstand sales.
Monday through Friday and Martin, a recent graduate of diate readership and hasn't "Freedom Now," and eyed Sengstacke to take over the
.
on the other by wary white
the weekend Defender pub- the University of Michigan looked back since,
reins when he stepped down, Still, the black press has its
Says 31-year-old Al
lished each Saturday, The was invited to the Abbott's . One of the smallest papers advertisers, the black press persuaded the aging owner to problems.
_ . .
Daily Defender has a modest Chicago home, ostensibly for in the Sengstacke chain is the in the view of many observers hire a black crew. He was wutiedge, managing editor of
TriState
Defender in Mem- frequently has been less than
lialtim.ore Afro-American
(by daily standards) daily cir- dinner. When he left, Senalater named general manager the
a.
stacks' had hired him for the phis, Tenn., which is owned aggressive.
eulation of 36.000, but its -ass
p
and in 1935 was appointed vice . Pout young journalists: "The
by
the
circulatChronicle
Defender
staff.
and
turnover is terrific. We get a
We have not kept up with president.
along readership is said to be
lot of kids coming out of colfive times that amount.
"My specific responsibility ed in the In -state area of the black revolution a; we When he took charge. .
SengTennessee,
Mississippi
lege, but they soon leave for
and should have," Powell says,
While the Daily Defender is was never defined," says .
arkansas. R u n
by
Seng- -But ye tere got to realiz stacke had a near-bankrupt better paying jobs on the
'he oldest, and regarded by Martin. "but my salary fl'aa
you n ger brother, that we don't see our role e organization. There was no dailies or television."
'natty as the mainstay of $15 a week." At that time te stacke's
Whittier. the I6-page paper leaders. We are not out to money to meet the payroll There are signs, however,
Sengstacke operation, there circulation of the Defender's
has a circulation of only 9.000 revolutionize When the Am- and he was turned down by that some leaders in the field
are those who insist that the national edition was slipping
"
•
_.
'
every Chicago bank to which
.
Michigan Chronicle, a healthy and unhappy advertisers were but two years ago it turned sterdam News sees issues that he applied for a loan. "They are attempting to slow the
profit
time.
for
the
first
a
are
too
revolutionary
we
noises
I h reatenine
dandard size weekly distri- makine
weren't lending money to Ne- (tow of talent away from the
Though the circulation fig- speak out against them."
press. Says Sherman'
huted in Detroit (cire. 72.776i abut vv•thdrawing from the
b u sinesses," explained
.ro
f thepapers in the Afro-American o r e s i dent"
Briscoe.
newIy
appointed
. on11
's the strongest and best el-!.
es o
) ,cd• t•to n 1
1 (dreulation dia."
Sengstacke.
•
S..ngstacke chain are modest. John M. Murphy, III, explaina executive director of the Nanot increase.
ed of his publications,
Through
the
aid
of
a
the
Chic
financial
ed
the
papers
are not
position of the black
tional Negro Publishers Asso- —
The Chronicle. which sports "Rather than
put money losers. Each is able to cover press this way: "Newspapers go policy boss who had known ciation: "We're now holding
a green front page, sverages into the
national edition."
pubAbbott,
Sengstacke
was
able
seminars and workshops, not
04 pages a week. But more Martin recalls, "it was de- staffing. Printing and distrihu• are small businesses and
costs and realize a small Ushers are businessmen. Sure- to get a loan from a small unly for staffers but to attract
inportant, it has an adver- cidecl that we start some tion
prAt.
Side
South
bank.
Once
over
have
ly
you'd
to decribe
recruits." Last year, for the'
"sing ratio of close to 70 per small papers wherever possi- .
About
ago. black publishers a; conserve- that hurdle. other headaches first time in its history the
three
yea
rs
.'ent which leaves most bla:k bk." At the time the DefenSengstacke
found NNPA added an award for'
purchased the ail- tives, I suppose. In earlier followed.
aublishers, too often locked in der has six editions. the St. Sengstacke
in t,. Pittsburgh Courier
Do yott sometimes feel lost in the
group years. black newspapers were himself embroiled in a legal makeup in its categories of
-,n unending battle to keep Louis News, the Louisville Deseven papers from cosme- spearheads of protest. Today battle with Abbott's widow achievement. For many who
shuffle of General Hospital Nursing?
heir advertising lineage pro- fender. the Toledo Press, the of
tics king S. B. Fuller. At the
for control of the Defender af- have criticized the black press
we're more informational."
Are you tired of rotating shifts? If so
iitable, green with envy.
Columbus Voice, the Cincinna.
ter the founder died in 1940. for its makeshift appearance,
The success of the Chroni- ti News and the Detroit Citron- time Fuller owed nearly UGC- The question of protest or
you are invited to investigate the
court
fight
The
took
nine the new category was a giant
in back taxes and was profits has been a continuing
di!. which ranks third in cir- iele. The papers differed from 000
professionally challenging and retwin, pressured for
press, years. with Sengstacke finally step forward. "I think." said
the
payment
for
dilemma
black
.ulation
behind
Muhammad the national edition only in tn. the Internal Revenue Servwarding environment of Nationally
though i roni yell s. the btack gaining control in 1951.
Briscoe confidently, "the black
'peaks (estimated circ. 400.- that !heir front pages were
recognized/ St. Jude Children's Reice. "We couldn't afford to press was born out of protest. The Defender remained a press is having the most
'no) and New York's Amster- replated to include ri- eir own lose
an historic ihain of The first black newspaper weekly until 1956 when Song- promising period in its hissearch Hospital. We have immediate
lam News t circ. -82,1231, is mastheads and local news
newspapers like that." says came into being in 1927 when stacke introduced the daily tory.'•
non-rotating positions available on
.redited to Louis E. Martin, items.
Sengstacke. "So the Internal
B. Russwurm and the edtion, almost with disaster- Reprinted from Black Enterour 3 to 11 and 11 to 7 shifts.
-, ,,..e president of the Robert Detroit, Se n gstacke
and Revenue service. Fuller and John
ous results. Circulation of the prIse/May 1971
Samuel
Cornish
Rev.
were
• Abbott Publishing Co., the Martin agreed, was a I. kith
In addition to a salary, guaranDefender,
renamed
made a satisfactory ar- snubbed by an editor of the weekly
----:
Irporate name of the Seng- town in which to launch a new I
teed to be competitive with the Mid.
rangement and the papers are New York Sun. The two men the weekend Defender, shrunk
.'acke operation. and Long- paper. It was a labor town
south area—we offer a minimum difblack hands." The pa- walked out and founded Free- to 40,000 overnight. "Now
Aorth Quinn. the paper's gen- and the United Automobile still in
we're getting it back." says
per, in the Courier group are: dom's Journal,
ferential of 35% for hours worked
—al manager.
Worker:, a progressive union.
Sengstacke,
"only
now
its
the Florida Courier (circ. 13,- The paper lasted two years,
between 6 PM and 6 AM.
Both men are long time
strength. More" 7001; the Georgia Courier
was gathering
but despite it; short-lived exis- five days a week. This year
Our benefits include paid hospi'engstacke confidantes in an over
the daily newspapers and (circ. 7.0001; the
Sengstacke
plans
to
print
the
issociation 'that goes hack the three black publications Courier (cu.,. 6.500); National tence, other black publications
talization, insurance, free parking in
ddayesditaionhd perohnhi
the Ohio with such crusading names Deti
tih feendLr wseiekheh
-lore than 30 years. Martin, a in the city. the Detroit Curler.
2 ample lots, 3 weeks of paid vacaCourier (rim 2.500) and the as the Colored American, The
The
Mi.sionary Society
all genial
man
who for Detroit Tribune and the Guar- Philadelphia
tion during your 1st year of employCourier
(ch.', Struggler and The North Star bably in tabloid form.
of Summerfield Baptist
everal years served as Depu- dian. did not favor the work- 950,.
advertising
revenue
i
Last year Sengstacke edited by Frederick Douglass, With
church 1583 Bnavvood St.,
ment. A very liberal paid sick leave
... Chairman for Minority Af- ing class. They were all estabclimbing, Sengstacke is canfisold the New York Courier to follewed in its wake.
will present its annual Rain-;
plan and an employe credit union
.,-; of the National Demo- lishment sheets." Martin. says.
c'
dt ent
rh sieabe
e a thheeadDeftehnde
gost adayiss
Manhattan Borough President
bow Tea and Fashionette'
by
and cafeteria.
Percy Sutton and has fran- latSiourrtreedvenulaer,getlhye
en Sunday, .Tune 6, from 5
i
St. Jude is growing—won't you
ehi,ed another, the Detroit papers campaigned vigorously must reading for city offip. m. to 7 p. m.Fashion,
come grow with us?
,Courier (circ. 16,000) to a against the brutality of sla. cial; and those who want to
will be presented by teen'
Contact personnel office St. Jude Children's
lblack group in that city. All very and racial injustices af- know about: the black commupre-teens and the t;ny to'
Research Hospital, N. Lauderdale, Memphis,
nity. S e ngstacke
attributes
the papers except the Pitta- ter emancipation.
of the church.
Tenn. 38101. (901-525-8381). We are
:burgh Courier (circ. 15.000) When the Philadelphia Tri- this to a new news formula
Mrs. Thelma Bailey .
proud to he an equal opportunity employer.
and the Chronicle are printed bune was founded by Chris J begun three Years age.
president of the Missionat
,
'
So c ie t y. The Rev, Leon
on the Defender presses in Perry in 1884. blacks were not "When the daily started my
Chicago.
Brookins is pastor of the
allowed to ride in the horse- Policy was that it would carry
Tthe total circulation of the drawn white trolleys in thatino less than 80 per cent news
church.
is about city. But, through the efforts,
- ezstacke chain
il'.5..G00. Its closest rival is the of Perry and other civic lead- , •
Alro-American chain that in- ers, a colored driver was hireludes five newspapers cireu• off for the "colored trolley.lated almost exclusively along Later Perry and the Tribune
' Eastern Seaboard. They were to launch
crusading
ye a combined circulation campaigns for better jobs and
: about 200.000. '
working conditions for blacks.
Pittsburgh In 1917, 12 years after its
t he
Though
foundered,
has
Courier chain
birth. the Defender launched
ale Defender and the Afro- its first major crusade. "The
i ncreased Great Northern Drive." and
American h a v e
their circulation if not their even Abbott was surprised at
influence over the past 25 the success of the campaign.
ears. Gunnar Myrdal in his The paper urged blacks to es-,
classic study. An American cape the terror of the South'
Dilemma, published in 1945 cahnudid come
hleeshutthehvf
,aid in commeriting on the
the wrinkles
eountry's black newspapers of their bellies and live like
that day: "The Negro press men... is rightly characterized as Commented the late R.); Ott'
the greatest single power in ley, author of New World A't
the Negro race."
Coming and No Green PasFew iii'the black Press tures and a former writer for
would make that claim today, the now defunct New York
though the number of black Age; "The Defender argued
owned newspapers has in- shamed, pleaded and exhorted.
creased from 150 in 1945 to Negroes t o a b anion
the•
between 250 and 300 today. south."
,
And circulation has climbed The Tribune, the Pittsburgh]
ourn rl
from 1.6 million to more than
ireAa
k mo
rfaoilti
side.the
the NoB
Includes oil change (up to 5 qts. Quaker state
2 million
and Guide,
Super Blend Motor Oil), lubrication to manuCirculation of the Defender re-American and the St. Louis
Somehow,7 Crown always seems right.
facturer's specifications and adjust brakes.
chain which stood at 202.000 Argus soon joined in the cam Because of its clean, comfortable taste.
in 1945 has more than doubled oaien. BY 1918. 500.000 blacks
Because
it's made by Seagram.
has
Afro-Ameecan
and the
And because it fits, in its place, with
untwa its circulation 68 nor haL
Ptihttsbureh Crtua.
eo
r.metheNor
date
the other good things of life.
rent from its high of 137.000 25 ier and the St. Louis Argus
Why else do more people make it a
,eirs ago.
were to campaign against the
part of their world than any other whiskey?
But today the national circu- wave of terror in the South.
.ati.en giants are not the Be- 'end nn in teams of reporters
Taste the best of America.
fender and the Afro-American, to---i—
t,
tsdr.'
to I.suapare
proph
gather
AA evidence
Say
Seagram's and Be Sure.
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T
leaders 'at the field are an to
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Muhammad Speaks and the oral
lTyhhecrhe
.Black Panther paper (circ,
le aan t iestimated
-1 ehing 4b,"/%0
110,000), two advocacy jour- ings in the South between 1882
= 1946.
nals which promote their edi- and
General
tonal positions with uncom- Black newspapers prosperpromising vigor.
ed shortly- after World War I,
WHITEWALL A SLACKWALL
Curiously, neither paper de- as city after city with sizeable;
pends heavily on advertising black populations vied for pator newsstand sales for rev- leers of their own. By 1920,
lenue. though both can be many weeklies had circulafound on selective newsstands lions of more than 100,000.
in the black community. The Two papers, the Eagle and thel
'bulk of their sales are realiz- Sentinel were started in Los
I ed through "brothers" usually Angeles and the Call was
members of the Nation of Is- launched in Kansas City. In
lam cr the Black Panther Par- Houston the Informer came
ty who hawk the paper on into being and Oklahoma City
corners.
street
Muhammad gave birth to the Black Dis8 oz
Speaks has a press run of patch.
approxmiatelv
500,000
and is But the depressed econome
CAN
published on the Muslim's of the thirties was to take it
WHEN YOU BUY THE FIRS,
TIRE AS 7RE REGULAR
well-equipped
modern offset toll. With circulation off and
Special
EVERYDAY LOW PRICE
plant in Chicago.
unable to attract advertisers.
•Dual Tread Desqo
Though the two papers dif- many papers folded. And the
•OuraVen.Rubber Mau
•Codloured Shoulders
fer in ideology, they are re- giants had to tighten their
HALF PRICE OFFER
markably similar in advanc- belts to rid: out the dorm.
APPLIES TO ALL SIZES
ing their program. Each edi- In 1931, Abbott, ill and virtion of Muhammad Speaks tualle bedridden withdrew his
espouses Black Muslim Philo- savings of $35,000 from Chisophy and its 10-point pro- carm's Continental Bank and
gram. Similarly, the Black put it in the company. WithCharge it at General
Panther paper promotes the in two years, the funds had:
party's doctrine and carries dwindled to nothing. "Con- !
its 10-point program,
trary to Mr. Abbott's belief
But it is the militant posture there was no money in the
EAST
OUT
DOWNTOWN
eiNeniu.
of
the
two
papers
on
racial
is3020
corporation,"
'ARK
AVE.
says Sengstacke
453 UNION
sues, not their ideology that is who was then employed in
PHONE
PHONE
TIRE
of concern to the established the
324-011711
525-7764
Defender's
bookkeeping
black press. Unencumbered by department. "They had spent
525-7166
advertising
co ns i derations, it all inside of two years
DIAGRAM DISTILLERS CO , NYC MENDEN P4515515 SSPSOOI 55 IT, GRAIN NEUTRAL SPIRITS.
Muhammad Speaks and the We were losing sales because

Black press' new prosperity
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ATTENTION
REGISTERED NURSES

A Rainbow tea
set for June 6
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A man called White
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ABOVE THE MISSISSIPPI, the new Memphis rises alongside the old. With a new mood and new activity come
new tensions, new crises. The day before his assassination Dr. Martin Luther King, flanked by the Revs. Jesse
Jackson and Ralph Abernathy, was photographed looking
out from the balcony of the Lorraine with a glanoe that
in retrospect, seems prophetic.

.Mrs. Brooks is called
Outstanding churchwoman
Mrs. W.B. Brooks is now
serving her second term as
president' of the Memphis
and Shelby County unit of
Church Women United.
Members of the organization feel that Mrs. Brooks is
a living example of the purpose of the organization as
stated in their booklet: 'To
encourage church women to
come together in Bible, fellowship to witness to the
faith in Jesus Christ as
divine Lord and Senior and
enabled by his spirit to go
out together into eve-y
neighborhood a n d nation
as instruments of his recbnciting love."
The organization is open
to all women who are members , of churches and communions which confess Jesus
Christ as divine Lord and
savior. Meetings take place
the first Monday of each
month except in July and
August at Idlewild Presby-

tenon Chur,h 1750 Union
ave. at 9:30 a.m.
Mrs. Brooks, a devout religious and civic leader, is
also the president of the
Women Convention Auxiliary
to Tennessee Regular Baptist Convention Inc.
A member of St. Peters
Missionary Baptist Church,
Mrs. Brooks is the wife of
W.B. Brooks, an interior
decorator, they reside at
1382 Doris ave. She is the
mother of Mrs. Mose Walker
Jr., principal of Booker T.
Washington high school. She
has t h ree grandchildren,
Barry Wayne, Gerald Anthony and Jeffery Lind Walker.
Congratulations for the
fine work you are doing in
Human Relations Mrs. W.B.
Brooks — Tri State Defender Staff and General Manager, Whittier A. Sengstacke
Sr.

UL wants
a director

A

The Memphis Urban
League Early Childhood Development Program has an
opening for an administrative assistant to the director.
The applicant must have
a high school diploma, a
bachelor's degree in business
administration or secreatrial
science is preferred, however, may have some college with at least 3 years of
experience in a responsible
secretarial position.
For further information call
525-8727 or request applicltion t 546 Beale at.
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4

By FRANK -L. STANLEY
Known as "the Great
White Father" Walter Alkte
had to continually fight
in and without. Within, he
had to overcome the fear,
criticism and personal jealousy of many Negroes. Without, he was ever on the firing line in behalf of those
same objecting Negroes and
others. As executive secretary of the NAACP, his was
a in a n-kinning, thankless
double-missioned job. He
had to fight on two trouts
at the same time.
I recall vividly one of his
toughest internal conflicts
— he was called upon to justify the NAACP and his personal action therein. P o t
shots were taken at him
for about an hour. All the
while White sat quietly and
attentively. He made a few
notes. The moment was critical for if he failed to win
his points he w ou I d have
suffered the worst publicity
of his life — for there were
newspaper men shooting at
him — and he needed them
at a very crucial period in
NAACP history. Moreover.
these were not ordinary men
but experienced interrogators of his o wn race who
presented very weighty arguments.
1 pondered the outcome.
The situation was very serious. Upon it depended the
future relationship of our
two most potent organizations — the NAACP and the
Negro press.
Walter White arose calmly
and carefully. He proceeded
slowly but confidently. Big
man that he was he conceded certain errors of judgment but he tore into the
task with all of the energy,
intelligence and courage he
could muster. He met the issues head on. Not once did
he back up. When he sat
down his strongest opponents
applauded the longest. Walter White won easily because our press and t h e
NAACP are dedicated to
the same principle — the
contention was really a matter of personality conflicts,
which are not too difficult
to overcome when the proponents are men of intelligence and good will.
I left this meeting feeling
that Walter White was capable of meeting every test of
leadership and that he was
truly a great leader. I am

PROGRESS

even more convinced now.
A lesser man would have
elected many years ago to
flee from the everyday troubles of being a Negro, let
alone dedicating a lifetime
of service to them. A lesser
man would have sought personal fortunes through the
many opportunities that
were open to While. B u
there was no selling out —
no under the table compromise, no short cuts for Walter White. He gave his very
all for the good of America
and we will forever be indebted to the man named
Walter White, who looked
white but refused to be
white for to him color meant
nothing.
DR. MARY MeLEOD
BETHUNE
Born on the heels of slavery
amid poverty and ignorance, Dr. Mary Bethune rose
to the highest pinnacle of
fame and success, by struggling ever upward and onward in quest of human dignity.
Through her indomitable
will, Mrs. Bethune made . a
dump site in Daytona
Beach into an outstanding
educational institution
of
eight hundred students, with
an international reputation.
From a humble beginning
as an e d u ca t or, M r s.
Bethune became one of the
greatest moving spirits of
all times, through her countless top level associations.

Always Get Quality and Savings at Flenlag

affiliations and varied endeavors.
Recognized as one of the
most outstanding women of
the world, the Florida educator enjoyed an almost ins-.
ter-like friendship with Mrs.
Eleanor Roosevelt. Subsequent to the death of President Franklin D. Roosevelt
she was given his if a m ous
serptine cane valued in the
thousands, to aid her lame-I
ness.

pressed peoples of the world.
Her philosophy became the
foundation for the tomorrow
for which she struggled so
tirelessly to achieve.

Her i nfluence was world
wide. Madame Pandit of India was closely associated ,
with her in the International;
Council of Women of Darker
Races. Also, she attended the Moral Re-Armament
Conference in Switzerland.
The epitome of courage,
faith and hope, Mary McLeod Bethune was a gifted.
orator who always sp o k e.
out against man's inhumanity to man. In fact, it was;
through a speech in the ear-!
ly twenties before the Gen-1
eral Conference of the Methodist Church that she first!
gained national recognition
Today we remember hi
as one of our most ab I ,•
champions of freedom.
Mrs. Bethune wore Iii
mantle of leadership, th.c
was thrust upon her, w i I!,
great distinction. She rems
ed nine honorary degre.
and some of the top await
at home and abroad. It
greatest achievement v
the inspiration given the

"Political Advertisenient"

Up until now no one has
Mrs.
been able to take
Bethune's place. She blazed
across
an exemplary path
the world In the service
God and mankind.

See Jim . . .
See Partee

me urniture
Open 9-5 Daily—Non. and Tiers. Mites 'Til I
2301 S. THIRD (At X-Wayl WH 8-2662

"Political Advertisement"

EAST MEMPHIS
POLITICIANS
In the areas of Walnut Grove, White Station,
Colonial Road, and Chicksaw Gardens, take the
street lights out, don't do any work on their
streets for four years, build a few crackerbox
turnkey houses in each area. Then all of Memphis
would look alike.

That would be consolidation the East Memphis
politicans and their friends are talking about.

Active Ballot Club, Retail Clerks Union, Local 1529,
Memphis. Paid for by Jimmy Sheppard, Co-Chairman.

CHRYSLER
C5flP005T,Qe
SWUM.

What makes our Fury
automatic transmission
better than any other
automatic transmission?
It's free.
Buy any specially-equipped
Plymouth Fury V-8 and your
dealer can offer you the
automatk transmission free.

We put a lot of care into the building and
engineering of our cars. And when you've got
a good product, you go out of your way to get
people to buy it.
We're doing that by not charging our dealers
for automatic transmissions on speciallyequipped Furys. So your dealer can now offer
you an automatic transmisison free.

Specially equipped? That means ordering
your Fury V-8 with the optional equipment you'd
probably order anyway:
Power steering, power disc brakes, Chrysler
Airlemp air conditioning, AM radio, vinyl roof,
white sidewalls and other specified items..

It's like shaving $216.40*
off the price.
When you can cut the equivalent of $216.40
off the sticker price of a sleek, roomy Fury V-8,
you've got a great deal going for you.
Act now.
See your Plymouth dealer.

LeMoyne - Owen

*Based on manufacturer's Suggested
Retail Price for TorqueFlite automatic
transmission with standard
V-8 engine.

College
Salutes the
Graduating
Fury Grin Coupe

High School Seniors
of 1971
— Judge Odell Horton, President

YOUR CHRYSLER MAN IN DETROIT REALLY CARES
WHAT YOU THINK. To assure your satisfaction with Chrysler
Corporation and OUr cers, we have appointed Byron
Nlebolsas Veer MIN iN OQiireil You can write him about your
Concerns, your comments, your questrons, and you'll get
answered. Byron Nichols,"MY MAN IN DETROIT,' Chrysler
Corporation, P.O. Box 108s, Detroit. Michigan 48231.

Coming Through with more car,
and more kinds of cars,
within your price.

ert,..iuwerewriero,
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Sport Horizon
By BILL LITTLE
As predicted a proposed
merger was agreed upon by
the National Basketball
assn, and the American
Basketball assn. when joint
committees from the t w o
leagues emerged from
lengthy meetings last week

and therefore should be governed by anti-trust la w s.
You have to respect t h e
players concern for trying
to get as much as the traffic will bear for their talents. On the other hand only
a sprinkling of teams can
meet payrolls with game receipts. Commissioner Jack
Dolph of the ABA is confident that the players will
vote for what is best for the
majority.

in New York. Congress most
'law give its blessings to the

proposal, simthor to the one
drawn up by the National
Football League and the
American Football Letgue.
Perhaps the biggest problem has been solved b u t
owners are very cognizant
of an impending suit filed
by the NBA Players association against a merger
agreement. The
players
contend that basketball on
the pro level is big business
-- •

The owners tear ne d a
great lesson from the astronomical prices paid to Players drafted and lured from
the collegiate ranks, In this
era of the agent, owners
are going to be f o rc e d to
deal more fairly with players than at anytime in the
history of sports.

Robert J. Morgan
One of Top Salesmen

PROS WELCOME
MERGER
When the Memphis Pro s
made stock available to the
public as a last ditch effort
to keep the learn here their
strongest selling point was
the inevitable merger with
the NBA. The Pros, providing that the front office can
assemble a contending club
for next season, could make
the Bluff City one of the
best franchises in basketball.
The Pros have their work
eut out for them, Johnny
Neumann, recommended by
one observer as the panacea
for the small crowds attending Pros games int h e
Mid-South Coliseum even
before the Ole Miss sophomore sought an agent to
negotiate for him a pro
contract, is a key factor in
the Pr,os' future.
The signing of the 20-yearold Neumann. the nation's
top collegiate scorer, had a
lot to do with Pros leading
scorer Steve Jones seeking
employment with another
team next season. The Pros
didn't eel they could pay
big salaries to proven stars
Steve and Jimmy Jones in
addition to the huge package deal which reportedly
will net over one million
dollars for Neumann.
However. the Pros' troubles go farther than the loss
of Steve Jones. The team
has been playing it coy with
the players it drafted with
Memphis State star Jimmy
Douglas. the only player
signed. The Pros are gambling on a big improvement
front' 6-11 Craig Raymond.
The injury plagued center
from Brigham Young was a
big disappointment this pastt
season. Raymond claims
— -

THIS IS BLACK PROGRESS AT HAVERTY'S
Robert J. Morgan is one of the top salesmen
at Haverty's Furniture Company, 157 South
Main Street. Mr. Morgan ranks number 4 out of
219 salesmen in all the 57 Haverty's Stores
, throughout the south.
,
He began working for Haverty's on July 24,
1964 as a warehouse helper. Six months later
he became a truck driver for the company. A
year and half later he was promoted to the
position of shipping and receiving clerk. After
holding this position for a year and a half. he
became one of Haverty's top salesmen.
During the last eight months of his first year
as a salesman, he finished among the top twenty
salesmen in Haverty's chain of 57 stores for six
of those months. In 1969 of his first year, he
ranked number eight out of 219 salesmen.
During his second year, he ranked number four.
Six months after he began selling, he became
the leading salesman in Memphis. Since his employment at Haverty's, he has purchased a beautiful home in French Fort and has furnished it
wi,h some of the finest furniture that Haverty's
carries.
Mr. Morgan graduated from Roosevelt High
School in Gary, Ind. He later joined the Air
Force for four years, attending Florida .4 & M
College for two years, while still serving his
country. He is married to the former, Miss
Gloria Matthews and he has a son, Micheal who
attends WInconsin Elementary School as a first
Grader.

HELP WANTED
FLEXOWRITER/ KEYPUNCH

Coach Babe McCarthy's ii
wasn't suited for his
style. After the season Raymond, who came to the
Pros in a trade with Utah,
was told that the Pros would
play a low post attack next
season, Raymond feels he
can contribute more to the
team in this alignment.
L.0 COPS TITLE
LeMoyne-Owen walked ,,t f
with the Volunteer Athletic
Conference Track and Field
Championship with a c o nvincing 82-73 ,victory ,over
perennial winner Car sonNewman in Knoxville Last
Saturday afternoon, it was
the first VSAC title for the.
Magicians since joining the i
state collegiate circuit two I
years ago. Twice the Purple Wave has played for the
basketball title only to be !
denied in the finals of the
conference tourney. Carson, I
four time VSAC ruler, got !
smoked on its fifth try from
the torrid spikes of sprint- !
ers William Oliver, Jesse
Chatmhn, Ed Davis, Ambrose Bennett, Ham niond
Seay and James Ligons.
Oliver scored 23 points to
lead the way for the sparkling Magicians. Oliver was
in on two records, teaming
with Davis, Bennett, and
Chatman for a 42.1 440 relay
and returned to break the
quarter mile hurdles mark
with a :57.8 clocking. Ligons won the mile, with
Bennett and Chatman adding first place ribbons 'in tile
.140 dash and 220 respectively. Coach Bob Manning. who
coaches three sports in addition to track, is in his sic-,
end season as the L-0 men-:
tor. Manning, a 1959 graduate of Douglass. where he
helped lead the Red Devils
to their first Prep League
basketball city title. is assistant football coach, swimming coach, and junior
high basketball coach at
East High.

Jos. Schlit, Brewing Co. seeking person experience in Operation of Frlden Flexowater
with related IBM Keypunch
experience for a challenging
Position at our new Brewery
under
construction.
Full
range of company paid benefits. Submit resume with salary requirement

ONE-WAY
MOVING VANS

Holiday City Station
Memphis, Tenn. 38118

GRAY HAIR

to:
Employment, P.O. Box
18309
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Frigidaire Frost-Proof
with 154-lb. sire freezer
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ALL FRIGIDAIRE APPLIANCES CARRY 5 YEAR
NATIONWIDE FACTORY WARRANTY

Frigidaire!
Flour•ng Heat

DRYER

Model OW-DTP
Frigidaire Dishmobile
loads easy,
cleans like crazy!
• Slanted top design lowers
front opening, makes loading
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YWCA leaders attend
workshop on racism
spe:ial workshop for
the purpose of eliminating
racism, wherever it exists
and by any means neces,
sary, was held recently in
Oklahoma City, Okla., and
was attended by Miss Barbara Neal, director of, the
the YWCA, and Miss Jill
Stephenson. YWCA program
correlator of Memphi
The two-day session was

Entre Moos
Bridge club
has election

one of 15 such worksh p
held across the nation to assist key YWCA admini-tra
tore in achieving in-depth
understanding a n d great
skill in carrying out their
responsibilities as leaders
for inst itutional change
both in the YWCA and the
community.

,

The workshops were the
,econd step in the overall
program of the YWCAs of
this country for intensive
effort in carrying out the
mandate of the Association'
one 'mperative for the years
1970-73, "eliminate racism."
Miss Neal was one of the
key speakers on racism in
the YWCA.

Mrs. Carme'lla Brooks of
St. James AME Church is
president of the Women's
choir and, vice president of
the Layman Organization,

Mrs. Jesse M. Shirley, pop.
ular pianist at Cape Creek
Baptist Church and Oaksvulle Baptist church has
both churches voting for
her.

MRS. PEARL BOUJE
Pearlie Gate Baptist, 1
know as "Mother Houle,"
and has taught Sunday
School for 30 years. H e r
campaign manager is Mrs.
Jeanett Brantley, of 1094
Firestone.

Mrs. Mildred Loretta Smith,
Galatian M. B. Church. Director of Junior and Senior
Choir.

a

The mandate was voted
in the 1970 National Convention held in Houston
Texas, by delegates from
the 406 community and 410
student YWCAs in this country, who represented the
two and one half million
membe r-participants 0 f
the organization.

porter.
Bridge winners of the evening for members were, Lillian Wolfe and Frances Hassell. The guest prize was
won by Gwen Featherstone.
Each winner received Estee
Lauder cosmetics.

Another step in this intensive program is the Action Audit for Change. a
searching self-study of the
YWCA. in which the Association here is participating, to
discover any institutionalization of racism within the Association.

MR. JAMES
SHEPARD
is a Night Supervisor, for
Liberty Cash Warehouse.
He started from the bottom and came through the
ranks. He is a former member of Local 1529.

Mts. Jeanette Jaspes, Centenay Methodist. Mrs. Jasper carries many neighborhood children to Sunday
School each Sunday morning. She also serves as adviser of boys and girls in
her area.

r—

Mrs. Thelma Bailey of Somerville Baptist church, Sum'
erville, Tenn., has been a
teacher of the Young Adult
Wcman Class for 15 years.

The National YWCA also
is sponsoring a series of
17 Institutes on the Web
of Racism in 16 key cities
in the four YWCA Regions,
which began in April.
The Institutes are focusing on racism as it intersets in such i,sues of community life as housine, education. employment and poverty justice in law, drugs,
child care, and the communications media. A national convocation on racism
is to be held in New York
City later this year.
Field consultanti representing the four regional
offices of the National Board
of the YWCA are serving
as convenor; of the workshops in their regions—Central, Eastern Southern and
Western, respectively, They
are: Central Region, Sarah
Hill Stewart; Eastern Region.
Leta Galpin; Southern Region, Dorothy Mudge; and
Western Region. Margaret
Cuenod.

Clark, Oak
Mrs. Fannie
Grove M. B. Church. Mrs.
Clark serves as organist and
instructor for No 2 and 3
choir.

JOHNNY
JACKSON JR.

Mrs. Mary C. Parker of
Pentecostal Baptist church
is president of No. 1 Usher
Board. Mrs. Parker knows
how to campaign for votes.

MRS. JEANNIE S. Broad flax of Vance First Baptist,
Mrs.
Tenn.
Brownsville,
Broadnax is well known in
middle and western Tennes•
see for her outstanding
church work. For many
years, she served as chairwoman of committee for
management for the Memphis YWCA. She is being
sponsored by Mrs. Cynthia
R. Bond.

Essie MeClenton, Great.
er Middle Baptist. Mrs. McClenton serves in many
to/lacities, one being chair•
man of The New Membership Committee.

Mrs. R. C. Strong, Greenwood A. M. E., 31illington
Tenn. Well known church
lady of Millington and Mems director of
phis. She
Youth Activities and Choir.
Mrs. Watson of 71107 Walsh
/tr., campaign managiii.

MW. BILL
UNDERWOOD '
Mrs. F. Ruth La 31arr serv
es as news reporter for St.
Andrew AME church. Many
other churches have also
benefited from her journalistic skills.

sadie Edwards, Mt.
Olive C.M.E. President of
Field Agents For Christ,
Mr's. Myran Cleavers. 1210
Dunnavant. is Mrs. Edwards,
campaign manager.

Mrs. Alice B. Martin of New
Salem Baptist Church. A
Sunday school teacher for
20 years. Mrs. Martin works
with many other groups in
the church.

Our Agent
MONTH
To be named "Agent of
the Month" is an honor
coveted by all ot
Mammoth's representatives. Nominated as the top
sells representative in his
district, being selected is
testimony of his selling
skill and dedicated service.

MR. MANUEL
JAMISON

This portrays Mammoth
Life's continuing effort to
provide its policyowners
financial security and
protection.
Each of the representatives selected has earned
recognition for his record of achievement and
genuine concern for his clients which is typical of
Mammoth Life's Agents.
It is our privilege arid pleasure to salute ...
Memmotfl Life's"AGENT OF THE MONTH."

the only Black representative of Local 1529 has been
with the union for five
years. Mr. Underwood's job.
is helping solve problems
between employer and employee. He sees that the
employee gets proper representation.

Mrs. Nainnie Coe. St. Paul
or St.
Baptist Secretary
Paul Baptist. For the past 12!
years Mrs. Coe affiliated
with all of the auxiliaries.
Her campaign manager is
Mrs. Whitney 2355 .S. Parks.
r-

OF THE

is Chief Shop Steward, for
Liberty Cash Warehouse.
He is presently serving as
Vice-President on the executive board of Local
1529. He has been VicePresident since 1965.

All roads led members of
the Entre NOUS Bridge Club
to the home of Mrs. H. Wilson (Helen) Bowen for their
April meeting.
Mrs. Bowen was, as usual,
most gracious hostess, who
served a delicious repast
and varied refreshments.
The highlight of the meeting was the election of officers for the ensuing year.
They include Mrs. Frances
Mrs.
Hassell, p r esident;
Molly Long, vice president;
Mrs. Rose Coleman, secretary; Mrs. Lillian Wolfe, assistant secretary; Mrs.
Bowen, treasurer;
Helen
Mrs. Nedra Smith, businees
manager; Mrs. Alice Hello,
social graces chairman; and
Mrs. L. Delores Scott, re-

PFUND'S PFUND S PFUNITS

IA.NO SALE
BEATS ALL

PFUND'S MOVES TO BEAT INFLATION BY OFFERING-THE MICNSOUTH THE LOWEST
PRICE EVER ON THIS TOP-QUAUTY SPINET PIANO VALUE.

Mrs. Rosie Stewart, Progressive Baptist. Chairman of
Women's flay 1970 - 1971.
Mrs. Stewart also serves as
secretary of Willing Workers Club for fifteen years.

MAMMOTH
UFE & ACCIDENT INS. CO.
MRS. MATTIE K.
HEMPHILL

Pictures
Special To All Graduates
Two for the price of one

1— 8/10 BroWn,
,

$10.00

finish, 2

hardwood
features real to,o.naarsdt;rdlc..ci.":,!,:56
a 1501 es note
Tatva""tYv,evpt::;n,
beGloner to
s
10411AR OUNIANTIll
for the

1-8/10 Black & White::: Free

or
1-5/7 Black & White... $8.00
1-. 5/7 Brown
Oil Tint

Free

Popular
Style
and
Finish

-Toss
s"1"nFgRE.E.t
wc'orroved
Delivered
land

Never Before Priced
This Low!.

0.00 Extra
first Conea—Flrat Serve
Limited Quantity
Sarah Optioaal

MR. JAMES
STATEN
is, Assistant General

ACAM8 ACA,

Manager, of the Liberty Cash
Warehouse. He has be -n on
the negotiating committee
Which helps make better
working conditions. He is
a former member of Local
1529.

PHOTOGRAPHERS
979 E. McLemore — Ph. 775-0780
xx New AddressX X
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PFUNDS

1

"Mid-South's Loading Studio and
Store for Keyboard instruments"

HAIVIVIOND ORGANS•PIANOS
1610 UNION
114/41/A19111
272-1708
SALE SALE SALE SALE SALE SALE SALE SALE SALE

PFUNDS

Miss Louise Brown, Unity
Baptist. Miss Brown has
served as clerk for six years
and as adviser of The Junior Youth.

manager of Mary Lester
Fabrics, Southgate. She
came to Memphis from
'Los Angeles where she was
manager of Girls' Wear
Departments for May Company.
Mrs. Hemphill has two
sons. She is Ilse wife of
Joe Hemphill owner of
Hemphill Security Guard.
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BLACK
PROGRESS
II
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The recent wind, rain and storm has forced us to
Move $50,000 worth of Warehouse Stock to
116:7
this gigantic tent for Immediate Sale!

OUTDOOR

TENT SALE
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Days
Three BIG, Big
y, Open 9 'til 9 Each Day

e
•
Fre
TV
Ico
e
•
Phi
Fre
Nothing To Buy. You do not have to be present to win. Just come

Thursday, Friday, Saturda
Unbelievable Values! Don't Dare Miss This Sale!!!

in and register! Drawing Sat. Night at 9 P.M.
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h
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Quilted

Bedspreads

•Extra Sales People on hand!
•Special Financing available!

Spanish Style

SOFA
Avocado Green Cover
Dark Oak wood finish
,fOrne
Reg. S169.95

Regular Sue
Choice el Colo,.
Regular $39.95
Famous Nam.

SLEEPER
SOFA
Coveted
100% Ht,vlon
geol.'s, mot

100% Herculon

SOFA
t

good

Traditionailn5Ptyllaed loose oil
low back.
Regular $299.95

Regular 5299 95

$15888

$18888

a

ONLY I
re

o lo iell

_

c.
E
TTE
4T
DINE
orrotto top table with heat
matching choirs.
Regular $19.95
TENT SALE PRICE

•189.1991.09p.sis
NOttleallsit

SP

$3988

NO• Item
1
ta i.
oklme
b
CT oc
Tables

$49"
69
s149" $"
si89" $89"

Drawing
Comm. Tables
Square Door
Tables

These Are Only A Few Examples:
plus our Inventory in our Warehouse
Vou'll see hundreds more in our Giant Tent
Mid-South would
Showrooms also on Sale. No other Furniture Firm in the ent•re
.
clone offer such fabulous prices on these famous Brand Names

$19"

Tent
Sole

Dark Pecan

10995

Cocktail
Door
Tables

Howl"
All Tables

Odd, hills-Matclied

MATTRESSES,
BOX SPRINGS

Cartons

Chore of Tretn or Intl Sir
matched coves
Regular $49.95

Brand Names you known and trust:
e - Jamison
Drexel - Sealy - Fox - Serba - Broyhill - Thomasvill
Bassett
of Martinsville Gaines. - Woyneline - Restonic - Dixie - American
ed . and
Tell City - Athens - Coleman • Unigusto - Consolidat
Kroehler
Many, Many More

Our Giant Tent and
Warehouse Showroom
Will Be Open From
9 until 9 Each Day!

BEDROOM
SUITE

Traditional,3 Piece Group

SOFA,CHAIR,
LOVE SEAT

Choice of Colors. 48 to se0
Regular $2.99
LENT SALE PRICE

99seselt

Extra Sales People To Help
Special Financing
You .
Available!

King Size Chair Back, Headboard, large
9-drawer Triple Dresser with Door, Ornate
Carved Frame Mirror, Spacious 5-drawer
C hest- on C hest.
Legator $899.95
TENT SALE PRICE

$3488.!

HARD ROCK

MAPLE CHEST
Several Sizes from whirl, to
select
Regular $199.95
TENT SALE PRICE

starting •
as low as

Q88

s.,11
ODD BEDS
111 to

Sold

to sel

Limit 4

•

(,old Motelosse Quiked Cox,
Regular $599.93
TENT SALE PRICE

$388"
Grqrsp_trz Hat

MI,

24 Pieces to sell -L,rn,t 2

French Provincial King Size

IW
THA RO
PILLOWS

tertt
Life

In Big
East Memphis

5010
Summer Ave.
Open Tonight — Friday — Saturday 'til 9 P.M.

Spanish
Italian
- Early Arnericon. Twin
Queens and King Sise
Rapveler $99.9.5
Storting As low As - •

French
Modern
- Full

$888

